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Summary

A combined numerical/experimental method is developed to test viscoelastic constitutive
equations in a three dimensional, complex flow with a strong elongational component. Many
constitutive equations can fit shear flow data equally weI, though they predict different be
haviour in elongational flows. Measurements in these flows are difficult to perform for polymer
solutions with a low viscosity. In complex flows, constitutive models can be tested in both
shear as elongation.
A stagnation flow has been created in an opposed jets device for two polymer solutions. This
flow has a stagnation line where extensional strain becomes infinite. Velocities and stresses
are measured locally with optical techniques. Laser Doppler Anemometry and Flow Induced
Birefringece are used to measure respectively pointwise velocities and linewise (in the depth
of the flow cell) stresses. With FIB, the integrated retardation in the depth of the flow cell
is measured. The retardation is related linearly to the stresses with the stress optical coeffi
cient.
The behaviour of polymeric liquids can only be described by using non-linear viscoelastic
equations. Since calculations on three dimensional flows are not possible yet, the deformation
history of a fluid element is calculated with a non-linear, viscous Carreau Yasuda model.
Further, this history is used to calculate the stresses with the viscoelastic models (Giesekus
and PTT) by integration in time. The parameters of the equations are determined in a simple
shear flow. The optical signal can be calculated from the integrated stresses, using the small
retardance approximation.
Stresses have been calculated in fully developed flows in two slits, which differ in depth/height
ratio. The influence of the extra shear component on the integrated stresses from three di
mensional calculations has been determined. The largest difference between two and three
dimensional calculations can be seen for N1 in the middle and at the wall of the flow cell.
The integrated N 1 is unequal to zero in the middle of the flow cell and has a lower value than
the two dimensional calculation at the wall of the flow cell. Towards the wall the difference
for the integrated Txy increases, but is smaller at the wall than N 1.

The stress optical coefficient is determined in the deepest slit using 2D calculations at several
flow rates and a 3D calculation at one flow rate. The coefficients determined at the 2D cal
culations decrease with increasing flow. The difference between the coefficients with the 3D
and 2D calculations can not be neglected. The calculations for the Gieskus and PTT model
(with ~ #- 0) agree well with measurements in the deepest slit and agree reasonably in the
smallest slit.
Finally, stresses along streamlines near the inflow and outflow symmetry planes have been
calculated in the opposed jets device. Both non-linear viscoelastic constitutive models pre
dict a too low integrated N 1 just before the stagnation line. After the stagnation line, the
predictions are three times lower than measured. The models can not predict the stresses in

v



vi Summary

a opposed jets device with the parameters determined in a shear flow. The parameters have
to be adjused or different models have to be used.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Realistic viscoelastic constitutive equations are necessary to make useful simulations of poly
mer processes. In this way, industrial processes can be optimized, the quality of the final
product can be improved and production costs can be reduced.
Constitutive equations describe the relation between the deformation history and the stresses
in a flow field. The shear thinning behaviour of polymeric liquids can very well be described
by a generalized Newtonian model, but non-linear time dependent constitutive equations are
necessary to predict the elastic behaviour of the fluids, at least qualitively.
The parameters of the constitutive equations are commonly determined in simple shear. Usu
ally, only these flows are used, as measurements in elongational flows are difficult to perform.
Many constitutive models can fit these data equally well, though they predict different be
haviour in extensional flows. Therefore, it is better to evaluate the equations in a complex
flow which contains mixed shear and elongational deformation.
The purpose of this study is the development of a combined experimental/numerical method
that enables to test constitutive equations in a complex flow with a strong elongational com
ponent. Numerical results, obtained after choosing a non-linear constitutive equation, are
compared with measured data for a (planar) opposed jets device. In such a device a stagna
tion flow is created by impinging two liquid streams. The flow has a free stagnation line where
the extensional strain becomes infinite. Due to the walls of the flow cell, also shear stresses
will be created. Pure elongational flow is only present on the centerline of the opposed jets.
A literature survey of stagnation flow devices for polymer melts and solutions will be given
in chapter 2. Chapter 3 gives a description of the constitutive models investigated.
Optical techniques are used to study the behavior of polymeric liquids locally. Laser Doppler
anemometry (LDA) is used to determine pointwise the velocities in the complex flow field
and flow induced birefringence (FIB) is used to determine the stresses. It is important to
notice that FIB measurements are 'line in sight' measurements. The stresses measured with
this technique are the result of the integral of the measured phenomena along the path of
the light through the polymer sample. Three dimensional effects may influence the measure
ments. Therefore, it is better to compare the FIB measurements with the stresses integrated
along the same path. The optical techniques used are reviewed in chapter 4.
In figure 1.1 the strategy is schematicallly shown. The polymeric liquids investigated are
first rheologically characterized in simple shear flow. The parameters of two non-linear con
stitutive models (PTT and Giesekus) are estimated with oscillatory shear data and steady
shear data. Also the parameters of a non-linear viscous model (Carreau Yasuda) are fitted

1



2 Chapter 1

EXPERIMENTAL NUMERICAL

SIMPLE SHEAR VELOCITIES

• Steady shear: 1)6,T) FEM (SEPRAN):

• Oscillatory shear: G' , G" J) flow q • Slit
• Carreau Yasuda fit - DIH = 8; 2D/3D

• PIT, Giesekus fit \.. DIH = 2; 2D/3D

• Opposed jets

DIH = 2; 3D

SLIT (DIH = 8) 1L(t) along streamlines
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,-- r-- • FIB (line integrated): 7'xy N,

Time integration (Matlab):

• Slit
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f
• LDA (pointwise): v • Opposed jets\..

- r-- • FIB (line integrated): '-xy' N, DIH = 2; 3D

Txy, N 1
-
~ using SOC

V
- +

Figure 1.1: Schematic of the experimental en numerical work done in this study

on steady shear data. The rheological characterization is described in chapter 5.
Since three dimensional finite element calculations with non-linear viscoelastic models are
not possible yet, the calculation of velocities and stresses are done separately. The flow field
has been computed with the finite element package SEPRAN, using a Carreau Yasuda model
as constitutive equation. The velocity gradients determined are used to calculate the three
dimensional stresses with the non-linear viscoelastic models.
In chapter 6, three dimensional effects are investigated in two rectangular slit flows. In the
slits, which differ in their depth/height ratio, the fully developed velocity field has been
calculated. Integrated stresses are compared with computed two dimensional stresses and
measurements. In the deepest slit the stress optical coefficient (SOC) is determined, which is
necessary to translate stresses into optical intensities.
Calculations and measurements on an opposed jets device are described in chapter 7. In these
calculations, the velocity gradients are determined along streamlines. Again, these gradients
are used to determine the stresses along the streamlines. Integrated stresses from calculations
in two planes, are compared with measurements.
Finally, the conclusions are summarized and recommendations for future reseach are listed in
chapter 8.



Chapter 2

A literature survey on stagnation
point devices

Extensional deformations of viscoelastic materials play an important role in many processing
operations like extrusion, injection moulding, film-blowing and mixing. The flow characteris
tics of polymer liquids in these processes cannot be predicted on basis of shear measurements
only, but also the extensional behaviour of these liquids has to be measured.
For polymer melts, which are highly viscous (170 > lOOO[Pas]), steady extensional flow can
be achieved in some cases, depending on the molecular architecture of the melt. For polymer
solutions with a lower viscosity, it is not possible to achieve steady extensional flow. Therefore
the elongational viscosity is essentially transient and the measurements are influenced by the
technique employed, rate of extension and flow history. Further, the extensional viscosity of
these solutions can be extremely high compared to their shear viscosity.
Extensional £ows can be created by impinging two liquid streams. Such stagnation flows are
called strong flows, because the rate of strain exceeds the vorticity in these flows. This can be
defined by a flow type parameter Q. The parameter Q lies between zero (simple shear £ow)
and one (purely hyperbolical flow) for strong £ows (Appendix A). Several devices that can
create a stagnation flow, will be reviewed in the next two sections, seperately for melts and
solutions.
Three different types of extensional flow fields can experimentally be created. These types
are summarized in figure 2.1.

CD

Figure 2.1: Three types of extensional flow fields: 1. uniaxial extension; 2. biaxial extension; 3. planar
extension (from Walters [7])

3



4 Chapter 2

2.1 Polymer solutions

In the literature several devices are described for measurements on elongation flows of polymer
solutions. Table 2.1 shows a list of studies performed on the following devices: the converging
flow rheometer, the cross-slot device, the opposed jets and the two and four roll mills. Figure
2.2 schematically shows the principle of each apparatus.

,/ J.~
I' / .::"'1

CD

~.~

(i)~

Figure 2.2: Devices for measurements on elongation flows for polymer solutions; 1. converging flow
rheometer (CPR); 2. cross-slot device; 3. opposed jets; 4. two roll mill; 5. four roll mill

Williams and Williams [44] used the (lubricated) Converging Flow Rheometer (CFR) to
study planar extension of solutions. It consists of a planar inflow channel, with a height of
5.0 [mm] to obtain a fully developed flow. The surface of the die is defined by xy = 50.0 mm2•

The outflow channel, which is 100 [mm] long, follows the same equation. The depth of the die
is 50 [mm]. To reduce the contributions of shear to the flow, the walls are lubricated. Two
different lubricants were used to reduce buoyancy effects, for each run: the upper lubricant
was water and the lower lubricant was a mixture of sugar and water. In one outflow channel
the pressure can be measured on five places. A major drawback of the CFR is the quantity
of fluid necessary for each run, namely 100 litres. Further the instrument is very difficult
to operate, because six flows have to be established and maintained (sample flow left and
right; upper lubricant left and right; lower lubricant left and right). For measurements on a
Newtonian sample the Trouton ratios lie between 4.5 and 8.5 [-]. For a Boger fluid tension
thickening behaviour was found as the stretch rate is increased giving Trouton ratios of 100 [-]
and more.
Jones et al. [23] compared the Converging Flow Rheometer with a commercial Spin Line
Rheometer (SLR). The slope of the (TIE, E) curves are higher in the SLR experiments. These
differences may be due to the phenomenon of separation occurring at the nozzle exit of the
CFR (Binding and Jones [8]) or shearing effects in the sample flow (Zahorski [46]).
Keller et al. [35] used a cross-slot device in which they studied the interplay between flow
and polymer conformation in an elongation flow field. The cross section of the flow chan
nels is equal to 4.0 X 0.3 [mm]. Birefringence measurements show an abrupt increase at a
critical flowrate, depending on the longest relaxation time of the polymer solution. Gard-
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!name II device materials I measurements details

Keller [35] cross-slot PS FIB-f
Gardner [16] cross-slot PS LDV
Williams [44] CFR rna; rna-PAC; p lubr
Dunlap [10] 2-rm; 4-rmi PS FIB-Pi HLS
Fuller [15] opposed jets XG; PAC F
Keller [11], [24], [36] opposed jets PS FIB-f, p
Leal [17] 2-rm PS TCBF-p
Leal [37] 2-rm PS TCBF-Pi HLS
Wang [41] 2-rm PS DLS
Willenbacher [43] opposed jets SI; PIB/decaline F
Hermansky [19] RFX PEG M
Tatham [40] opposed jets PS; HPG FIB-p

Table 2.1: Elongation measurements for polymer solutions. CFR=Converging Flow Rheometer,
RFX=commercial opposed jet rheometer, 2-rm=two roll mill, 4-rm=four roll mill, PS=polystyrene
solution, mal=maltose syrup and water mixture, mal-PAC=maltose syrup, polyacrylamide and
water mixture, XG=xanthan gum, water/glycerin mixture, PAC=polyacrylamide, water/glycerin
mixture, PIB=polyisobutylene, PEG=aqueous polyethylene glycol solution, HPG=hydroxypropyl
guar solution, TCBF-p=pointwise two color flow birefringence, FIB-f=fieldwise birefringence,
FIB-p=pointwise birefringence, LDV=laser Doppler velocimetry, HLS=Homodyne light scattering
p=pressure, DLS=Dynamic light scattering, F=force, M=torque, lubr=lubrication

ner [16] measured velocities in the same geometry, with a slightly different slot cross-section
of 4.0 X 0.25 [mm], using laser Doppler velocimetry. At the center of the outflow channel a
minimum in the velocity is observed depending on the distance from the center of the cross,
the polymer concentration and the flow rate. The minimum becomes deepest near the centre
of the cross, at higher flow rates and at or beyond the critical concentration c*, at whieh
interactions between polymer chains first occur. Another device that Keller et al. ([11], [24]
and [36]) used, for the same purpose as above, was opposed jets. Again, chain extension was
monitored by flow induced birefringence. The pressure drop across the jets could be recorded.
The largest increases in extensional viscosity are found only beyond the critical concentration
c* and strain rate. Those increases are associated with the stretching of transient networks of
interacting molecules. Polydispersity may play an important role in the development of such
transient networks.
Fuller et al. [15] were the first who used opposed jets for the measurement of the extensional
viscosity. This apparatus is the prototype of the Rheometries RFX. Two nozzles with a diam
eter of 1.0 [mm] were aligned at a distance of 1.0 [mm]. The nozzle diameter and separation
gap can be changed. The force required to keep the jets at a fixed distance apart, while
fluid is sucked into the nozzles, is taken as a measure of elongation viscosity. Also uniaxial
compressive flows can be approximated by forcing the fluid out of the nozzles. In order to
obtain optimal results, the gap separation should be comparable to the nozzle diameter. An
important problem with the technique is that the total force acting on the orifice is measured,
whereas the conformation of polymer chains may not be likewise uniform across the diameter
of the orifice. This effect will lead to an underestimation of the effective extensional viscosity
for flexible chains. Hermansky and Boger [19] described a method for correcting opposing-jet
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measurements made on fluids of viscosity less than 75 [cP].
Willenbacher and R. Hingmann [43J used a home-made opposing jet rheometer, which resem
bles the one used by Fuller [15]. Elongation measurements were done using nozzles of 1 [mm]
diameter at separations of 1 [mm] and 4 [mm], respectively. The elongational viscosity of fluid
Sl increases strongly with increasing elongation rate and total strain. A strain independent
equilibrium value is not reached. In the case of 5 % PIB (Vistanex L140) in Decalin the elon
gational viscosity is independent of the elongation rate and increases slightly with increasing
total strain.
Tatham et al. [40] made pointwise birefringence measurements in the opposed jets of Fuller.
Solutions of flexible polystyrene molecules and semi-flexible hydroxylpropyl molecules exhibit
different behavior around the stagnation point. The birefringence profiles of the first solution
show dips at the stagnation point. The dips may be attributed to local reductions in fluid
velocity, caused by the high local elongational viscosity produced when molecules become
fully stretched. Those dips are not observed at the other solution, since the local elongational
viscosities are appreciably lower for these semiflexible molecules.
Leal et al. ([10], [17], [37] and [41]) studied the coil-stretch transition in dilute polymer so
lutions using mills. The mills consist of two or four rollers, which are vertically placed in a
basin of a solution. The co-rotating two-roll mill can generally produce flows with Ct values
in the range of 0 < Ct < 0.25, by changing the gapwidth between the rollers or changing the
radius of the rollers. An advantage of the four roll mill is its flexibility. The flow type can be
varied in the range of -1 ::; Ct ::; 1 by controlling the roller speeds. A disadvantage is that this
device cannot be used for highly viscoelastic fluids, because the shear stresses generated by
the rotating rollers may be too weak to overcome the large extensional stresses; so the fluid
may not enter the compartment in between the rollers.
Dunlap and Leal [10] used homodyne light scattering (HLS) for the direct measurement of
the velocity gradient fields in the four and two roll mills. Their measurements show that
dilute polymer solutions with a concentration below the critical concentration c* produce
significant, measurable changes in the flow fields of the two mills. So polymers in dilute so
lution can alter flow fields by inhibiting the development of high strain rates in extensional
regions of the flow. The onset of flow modification corresponds to a critical effective volume
concentration ¢c based upon spheres circumscribing the extended polymer chain. Ng and
Leal [37] examined flow birefringence and flow modification effects (polymer-induced changes
in the flow field) for polystyrene solutions at two concentrations (0.33 and 1.0 . c*) in the
semidilute regime. It appears that polymer chain extension is inhibited due to intermolecular
interactions as the concentration is increased. The onset of flow modification corresponds to
a critical effective volume concentration ¢c which is the same for both solutions. Another
observation is that the magnitude of the polymer effect on flow also correlates with the effec
tive volume concentration ¢. Lately, Wang et al [41] presented a time-resolved dynamic light
scattering technique for measuring the velocity gradient in transient flows for the corotating
two-roll mill. They found a direct evidence of flow field modifications due to the stretching
and orientation of polymer molecules imposed by the flow.

2.2 Polymer melts

Only two different kind of stagnation point devices can be found in literature for measure
ments on elongation flows. These are the lubricated stagnation die and the opposed orifices
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(figure 2.3). Table 2.2 shows a list of studies performed with these devices.

CD 1 ®
Figure 2.3: Devices for measurements on elongation flows for polymer melts; 1. hyperbolical shaped
lubricated stagnation die; 2. opposed orifices

I name device materials I measurements I details I
Janeschitz [1], [2], [21] stagnation die PS FIB, F lubr
Macosko [33], [34] stagnation die PS FIB, p lubr
Mackay [31] opposed orifices LLDPE; LDPE; PP p

Table 2.2: Elongation measurements for polymer melts.
LLDPE=linear low density polyethylene, LDPE=low
FIB=birefringence, p=pressure

PS=polystyrene, PP=polypropylene,
density polyethylene, F=force,

Janeschitz-Kriegl ([1], [2] and [21]) used lubricated stagnation flow for generating biaxial
extension. Two aligned cylinders with axial bores face each other with their trumpet shaped
bore exits. The inner diameter of the cylinders is 6.0 [mm]. The shape of the trumpets
is prescribed by zR2 = constant. The gap between the trumpets, which have a length of
5.0 [mm] each, is 1.0 [mmJ. The stresses were measured mechanically, by measuring the axial
force on the cylinders, and by flow birefringence. The walls of the apparatus were lubricated
with a silicone oil to minimize the shear between the melt and the wall. The lubrication
layer was not always of the same quality. Another disadvantage of this apparatus is the low
achievable total strain (a Hencky strain of 2.4 [-]), so that a steady strain situation is not
easily reached.
Macosko et al. ([33J and [34]) used a lubricated stagnation flow for generating steady planar
extension. The surface of the die is defined by xy = 69.8 mm2 (at the inflow: Xo = 2.0 [mmJ
and Yo = 34.9 [mm]). The width of the die is 76 [mmJ and the depth of the die is 100 [mmJ.
The polymer melt is provided by a screw extruder. The walls of the die were lubricated
with silicone oil, which was fed by an extra pump. The pressure was measured at the inlet
of the die. Macosko and co-workers showed that at the same flow rate the pressure drop in
the lubricated case is much less (an order of magnitude) than in the unlubricated die. Flow
birefringence showed that the stresses around the stagnation line are very similar to those
expected for steady planar extensional flow, for both lubricated as unlubricated die.
Steady planar extension couldn't be achieved in the entire sampIe. Secor [38J analysed the
lubricated stagnation flow of Macosko numerically. He showed that pure planar extension
throughout the flow is impossible due to the interaction between the die shape and the normal
viscous stresses at the lubricant/sample interface. The sign change of those stresses as the
flow switches from a diverging to a converging channel is the key feature. Further, entrance
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and exit effects restricted the regions where reliable extensional viscosity measurements could
be made.
Mackay et al. [31] used opposed orifices to generate a stagnation flow similar to uniaxial
elongation. A schematic of the device is shown in figure 2.3. A piston forces the melt from
a reservoir through opposed orifices. The elongation rate is controlled by the flow, and the
pressure is measured. Orifices of l.0 [mm] and 2.0 [mm] and separation distances of 6-13 [mm]
were used. The elongation viscosity is independent of these geometric variables as long as one
does not use a separation distance that is too small or too large. A maximum or hump is seen
for the elongation viscosity, followed by elongation thinning for all materials investigated.

2.3 Conclusions

One of the advantages of the stagnation devices is the wide range of fluids which can be
studied. Further, also the elongational properties of dilute solutions that are not spinnable
can be investigated, and the strain rate can be easily varied by varying the flow.
All the stagnation dies found in literature try to create steady extensional flow in the entire
flow field. Therefore the shape of the stream surface has to be hyperbolic, like the streamlines
in a homogeneous extensional flow field, and the stream surface has to be lubricated to elimi
nate shear. Due to the lubricant the experiments are difficult to perform and a large amount
material is necessary. The elongational viscosity is calculated from a pressure (difference)
and elongation rate with the assumption that the flow is purely extensional. This is only an
approximation, because shear effects still may playa role. Binding and Jones [8] presented
also another method to calculate the elongational viscosity. In this method shear is permitted
and complex relationships, based on energy considerations are used. Further, it is difficult
to perform numerical finite element calculations on these lubricated flows due to the many
boundary conditions (Secor [38]).
In opposed jets devices shearing effects also may play an important role (Macosko [32] figure
7.7.7). Here the elongation viscosity of a Newtonian fluid is closer to 4170 than the expected
3170. Further, the extensional viscosity measured in these devices is based upon macroscopic
force measurements that reflects polymer conformation across the whole of the entry flow jet.
So local details in the neighbourhood of the stagnation point cannot be measured.
In this study non-lubricated planar opposed jets devices are used to investigate flow behaviour
around a free stagnation point, so complicated boundary conditions are avoided. An existing
flow cell, designed by Janssen [22], is used for polymer solutions. Janssen used the device for
studying the dispersive mixing of immiscible liquids. A new design is developed for polymer
melts (appendix G).
As the flow of a fluid element is transient and a pure elongational flow is only present on
the centerline of the jets, both stresses and velocities are determined locally. Results will be
compared to predictions of several constitutive equations using finite element calculations in
which the influence of three dimensional effects upon the stress measurements can be taken
into account.



Chapter 3

Constitutive equations

The constitutive equations evaluated in this study are described in this chapter. A generalized
Newtonian model is discussed in section 3.1, and section 3.2 describes two non-linear differ
ential constitutive equations. These constitutive equations are described more extensively by
Bird [9] and Larson [28].

3.1 Carreau-Yasuda

A generalized Newtonian model, the Carreau-Yasuda model has been used to fit the rheolog
ical steady shear data:

n-l

7] = 7]0 (1 + (>'cYVIID) a)-a (3.1)

a:

n:

with 7]0:

>.:
the zero shearrate viscosity
a time constant
the 'power law exponent' (since it describes the slope of.!L in the 'power law

'flo
region')
parameter that describes the transition region between the zero shearrate region
and the power law region

The Carreau-Yasuda model is a purely viscous constitutive equation, which exhibits non
linear viscous effects such as shear thinning. This model can be used for flows in simple
geometries where normal stesses do not affect the pressure gradient. Baaijens [6] showed
that the Carreau-Yasuda model can describe the velocity field accurately of polyisobuty
lenejtetradecane solutions past a cylinder, indicating that for this solutions, there is no strong
influence of elongational stresses on the velocity field. For that reason this model is used in
the three dimensional calculations in this study, since these calculations are not yet possible
for the viscoelastic non-linear differential constitutive models.

3.2 Differential constitutive equations

(3.2)i= 1, ... ,N

In this study four differential constitutive equations are evaluated that have the general form:

o 1 27]i
Ti + :f."Yi . Ti = T D

z z

9
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with

DaTi _ - T
T i = at + u . VT i - (L - ~D) . T i - T i . (L - ~D) (3.3)

where i is the index for each mode. The Gordon Showalter convected derivative D is based
on nonafine motion. In equation 3.3 a factor ~ is introduced, which defines the slippage of
the molecules. The upper-convected derivative is a special case of the Gordon Showalter
convected derivative. The tensor function Y for the four models is given in table 3.1.

I Constitutive equation ~ Y-z

UCM I 0

Giesekus (I + Q~;i Ti) 0

PTT-a
€iAi tr(r-)

-1 < ~ < 1e T/i ' I

PTT-b (1 + E~~itr (Ti)) I -1 < ~ < 1

Table 3.1: Some differential constitutive equations. UCM=Upper Convected Maxwell, PTT=Phan
Thien Tanner

Only differential models are used, because they are easier to implement numerically than
integral models. All differential models used here, are multimodes in order to get as realistic
predictions as possible in the complex flowfield of the opposed jets. Unfortunately, numerical
calculations take much more time for multimodes models.
The Giesekus and PTT models are non-linear viscoelastic constitutive models, which attempt
to model the rheological behavior of viscoelastic fluids in any flow. Both the models have
bounded extensional viscosities in straining flows, shear-thinning viscometric material func
tions, are capable of using a spectrum of relaxation times and can predict a non-zero second
normal stress coefficient. These two models are used to predict the stresses in the opposed
jets.

3.2.1 Upper Convected Maxwell

The upper convected Maxwell equation can predict important properties of viscoelastic fluids,
such as the first normal stress difference in shear and strain hardening in elongation. However,
the shear viscosity and the first normal stress difference are independent of the shear rate,
and the steady state elongational viscosity is infinite at a finite elongation rate. The UCM
model is used for determination of the linear viscoelastic parameters from viscometric data.

3.2.2 Giesekus

Giesekus attempted to derive a theory for concentrated solutions and melts by starting from
the simple dumbbell theory for dilute solutions, which can be described by the upper convected
Maxwell (UCM) model. He considered how the drag forces (and brownian forces) on an elastic
dumbbell are modified when it is closely surrounded by other (oriented) dumbbells. This effect
is described by the mobility parameter 0' (0 ~ 0' ~ 1). As 0' is increased from 0 to 1, strain
softening increases from that of the UCM equation, which has no strain softening, to that
typical of the corotational Maxwell model.
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The Giesekus equation differs from the UCM equation by a quadratic term in the stress
tensor. This term allows realistic prediction of stresses in shearing flows. The model fits
steady and transient shear data for commercial melts better than most other constitutive
equations. On the other hand, it is less accurate in extensional flows. The model does not
show the experimental maximum in the apparent steady-state value of the elongational stress
as the rate of strain increases. Also, the value of the non-linear parameter a that fits best
the elongational data is smaller than the value that best fits the shear data. So according to
this model, the material is more strain softening in shear than it is in extension.

3.2.3 Phan-Thien Tanner

The Phan-Thien Tanner model is a network model. There are two versions of this model, one
with an exponential Y and one with a linear Y (table 3.1). They differ in their predictions
for elongational flows. The PTT-a model, with the exponential Y, predicts a steady state
elongational viscosity that is elongational thickening at lower elongation rates, reaches a
maximum and then becomes elongational thinning at higher elongational rates. This behavior
is also encountered for polymer melts. The PTT-b model, with the linear Y, predicts an
elongational viscosity that increases with increasing elongational rate towards a plateau value
at high rates. This type of behavior resembles the respons of polymer solutions and will be
used in this study.
The PTT model has two parameters, namely ~ and c. The parameter ~ is most important
in shear flows, and the parameter c is most important in elongational flows. A disadvantage
of this model is that at large rates of shear unphysical oscillations can occur during start-up
of steady shear for a value ~ =1= O. The PTT equation with ~ = 0 and the linear form for
Y, is similar in its predictions to the Giesekus equation, exept in its prediction that N 2 = 0
in shear and its prediction of no overshoot of the first normal stress difference in start-up of
simple shear flow.
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Optical techniques

Optical techniques can be used to study the behavior of polymeric liquids and melts. These
non-invasive techniques can provide local information and are more sensitive than mechanical
pressure measurements.
Two optical techniques have been used: laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) and flow induced
birefringence (FIB). The first technique is used to determine pointwise the velocities in a
flowfield. The principles and equipment are described in section 4.1. With the second tech
nique, flow induced birefringence (FIB), stresses can be determined. However, these FIB
measurements are 'line in sight' measurements: the stresses are the result of the integral of
the measured phenomena along the lightpath through the polymer sample. Therefore 3-D ef
fects influence these measurements. In section 4.2 the principles and equipment are described.
Also the relations between the measured intensities and calculated stresses are derived in this
section. In section 4.3 the method in which three dimensional effects are taken into account,
is discussed.

4.1 Laser Doppler anemometry

4.1.1 Principles

The measurement of velocities in a flowing medium using the laser Doppler anemometry
technique (LDA technique), is based on the detection and analysis of the frequency of light
from a laser beam that is passed through that medium and is scattered by a particle. The
frequency of this scattered light is Doppler shifted by an amount that is proportional to the
velocity of the particle.
In this study the differential Doppler or dual beam technique is used, earlier described by
Kleuskens [25]. Two crossing laser beams of equal intensity intersect at an angle 2ep in a point
in the flow and create an interference pattern (figure 4.1). The intensity of the interference
fringes (the dark, horizontal lines in figure 4.1) oscillates from bright to dark, with a spacing
of

d = _A
i 2 sin ep (4.1)

If a particle with velocity components (vx , vy, vz ) moves through the fringe pattern, it will
scatter light. The shift in frequency of this scattered light (vs ) arises from the translation

13
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time required for the particle to pass from one fringe to the next fringe:

V
s

= vy = 2vy sin cP (4.2)
dj A

A photodetector produces an analog voltage directly proportional to the intensity of the
scattered light. This intensity is independent of the position of the detector. The velocity of
the moving particle is found after processing the signal produced by the photodetector.

Figure 4.1: Fringe pattern for the dual beam laser Doppler technique (from Fuller [L{.]).

The superposition of a shift frequency Vshijt on the frequency of one wave, enables to
distinguish between positive and negative velocities. The fringe pattern is no longer static
but moves with a negative velocity

A Vshijt
Vshijt = - 2 . cP (4.3)

sm

Equation 4.2 changes in

2vy sin cP
Vs = Vshijt + A (4.4)

For negative velocities the frequency difference is smaller than Vshijt (provided that Vshijt <
Vs < 0), whereas for positive velocities this difference is larger than Vshijt.

A seeding of small particles Iriodine (Merck Iriodine Ill) in the flow provides enough bursts
of scattering particles. The concentration of the particles should not be chosen too high. In
that case too many particles will reside simultaneously in the measurement volume and will
result in acornbined scattering pattern instead of the (desired) optimal single burst. In this
study a concentration of about 1.0· 10-2 [gjl] is used.
Measurement of two orthogonal velocity components can be accomplished by using two pairs
of intersecting beams with two different wavelengths.

4.1.2 Equipment

A 300 [mW] argon ion laser generates a green (A = 514.5[nm]) and a blue (,X = 488.0[nm])
beam. Each of these two single beams are splitted in two equally powerful beams. One of the
splitted beams is shifted with a frequency Vshijt = 40[MHz]. All the beams are led through
glass fibers to a probe, in which a lens (J = 80[mm]) focuses the beams in the measuring
volume (dimensions 50·50·200jLm). The probe is mounted on an xyz-traverse. The probe also
receives the backscattered light. This light is led through a glass fiber to a photomultiplier
that transforms the optical into electrical signals. These are processed by the Flow Velocity
Analyzer. The resolution of the velocity field for this system is equal to 0.13 [mmjs].
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4.2 Flow indnced birefringence

4.2.1 Principles

Birefringence or double refraction, is caused by an optical anisotropy that occurs in materials
with an uniaxial structure. When light propagates through a birefringent medium the state
of polarization will be changed. The phase difference of two orthogonal neld components of a
light beam will be changed. Due to the uniaxial structure, the refraction index in one principle
direction will be different than the other two directions. The optical axis in a birefringent
material is defined in this direction.
Suppose that an incident E-field propagates perpendicular through a birefringent medium.
Three different situations can be defined:

• The optical axis is parallel to the propagation direction of the incident E-field. The two
orthogonal field components will experience the same retardance.

• The optical axis is perpendicular to the propagation direction of the incident E-neld.
The two orthogonal field components will experience a different retardance and will
coincide in space.

• All the other cases. The two orthogonal field components will expenence a different
retardance and will not coincide in space.

--.
E (z,t)

x

fLy
Figure 4.2: Definition of the ordinary and extraordinary wave in a birefringent material. oa=optical
axis; e=extraordinary wave; o=ordinary wave

In the last two cases an ordinary and an extraordinary wave can be defined. The ordinary
wave is perpendicular to the plane described by the propagation direction of incident E-field
and the optical axis. The extraordinary wave is perpendicular to the ordinary wave and
parallel with the optical axis (figure 4.2). Due to the different refraction indices, the ordinary
and extraordinary wave will travel with a different velocity through the medium. On exit of
the birefringent medium, the two waves will have different phases. The phase difference or
phase retardance 0 is related to the principle refractive index difference or birefringence b.n,
according to

(4.5)
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Flowing polymer melts and solutions are birefringent, due to the anisotropy in the chemical
structure of polymers. At rest, the polymers are randomly orientated. In flow, the polymers
are oriented in the direction of the flow. In this case the refraction will depend on the
orientation of the incident E-field of the light relative to the molecular axis.

4.2.2 Stress optical rule

The deviatoric part of the refractive index n (n = n - ~tr(n)I) and the deviatoric part of
the Cauchy stress tensor ir (ir = a - ttr(a)I) are both related to the anisotropy of a flowing
polymer solution and melt. This is described by the stress optical rule, which states that
the principal axes of the stress tensor and the refractive index tensor are coinciding and that
the differences in principal values of the stress tensor and the refractive index tensor are
proportional:

n = Cir (4.6)

where C is the stress optical coefficient.
In a planar complex flow the local principle axes frame and the fixed laboratory frame will not
coincide but will differ with an angle x. A coordinate transformation is necessary to calculate
the stresses in the fixed laboratory frame TZab relative to the stresses in the local principle
axis frame TZoe by

where R x is the rotation matrix described by

[

cos(X) sin(x) 0]
R x = - sin (X) cos (X) 0

001

(4.7)

(4.8)

Using the stress optical rule given by equation 4.6, the following relations for the shear stress
and first normal stress difference, relative to the fixed laboratory frame, can be derived:

b..n .
Txy = 2 C sm2X

b..n
N 1 = Ccos2X

Substituting equation 4.5 in these two equations, gives

6 >.. .
Txy = 47rdC sm 2X

6>"
N 1 = 27rdC cos 2X

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

The stress optical coefficient is independent of the shearrate, molecular weight and molec
ular weight distribution. In start-up flows it is independent of time. However, it depends on
the identity of the monomer unit, and also slightly on temperature and optical wavelength.
(Macosko [32]). In solutions, it depends on polymer concentration (Baaijens [6]) and on the
solvent used due to local solvent-segment interactions. The stress optical coefficient applies
only to the polymer contributions of nand ir.
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The measured birefringence consists of two parts: intrinsic birefringence and form birefrin
gence. Intrinsic birefringence is the degree of molecular orientation induced by the flow; it is
proportional to the stress. Form birefringence is caused by a refractive index difference be
tween the solvent and the polymer and a refractive index difference caused by the anisotropy
of the dissolved molecules; it is not proportional to the stress and it breaks the stress optical
rule down (Baaijens [6]). For concentrated solutions, which exceeds the critical concentration
c* for polymer-coil overlapping, this effect can be neglected. The concentrations of the solu
tions used in this study are above the critical concentration (Quinzani [4]).
In polymer solutions the stress optical rule is found to hold in simple shear flow. However, in
strong extensional flows, the orientation of chain segments can saturate, giving a birefringence
which is independent of strain rate, while the stresses continue to rise with increasing velocity
gradient. In the references above some literature can be found, describing these phenomena.

4.2.3 Equipment

In this study a polarization modulation technique is used, developed by Fuller [14]. In this
technique, both retardation 6 and orientation angle X can be measured simultaneously, by
using a rotating half wave plate. In Fuller [14] (chapter 8) a clear overview is given of
all designs of polarimeters for linear birefringence measurements. Basicly, a polarimeter
consists out of five elements: a light source, a polarization state generator, the sampIe to
be investigated, a polarization state analyzer and a detector.
The flow cell is fixed to the laboratory, while the optical components are placed on an optical
rail. This optical rail is mounted on a xy-traverse table. In this study two experimental
setups with a different polarization state analyzer are used. The difference between these two
set-ups is discussed below.

Setup one

The first experimental setup used is shown in figure 4.3 A diode laser L emits linear polarized

LP R CL CP

Figure 4.3: Optical train for pointwise birefringent measurements. L=laser; LP=linear polarizer;
R=rotating half wave plate; CL=collimating lens; FC=fiow cell; CP= circular polarizer; D=detector

light with a wavelength A = 672.4[nm]. The intensity of this beam can be adjusted by
rotating the polarizer P. The half wave plate R rotates with a frequency of 100 [s-l]. The
laser, the linear polarizer and the rotating half wave plate are fitted in a single module. A
collimating lens CL (f=800 [mm]) is used to focus the laser beam inside the flow cell in order
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to reduce the measurement volume and improve the spatial resolution (appendix F). The
circular polarizer CP is fixed in the housing of the detector D. The intensity measured by the
detector is processed by the program Rheo Optical Analyzer version 1.7 designed by Fuller.
The control of the traverse table has been incorporated in ROA by Kruijt [27].
The optical system described above can be described by Mueller calculus. The Mueller
matrices M of the elements used and the rotation matrix R are described in appendix C.
The system equation for this setup is given by

(4.13)

Setup two

The second experimental setup used is shown in figure 4.4. In comparison with the first
setup a ReNe laser with a wavelength of A = 632.8[nm] and a different collimating lens
(J = 200[mm]) are used and the circular polarizer is replaced by a combination of an quarter
wave plate and a linear polarizer. The system equation of this setup is given by

u~J -~-@------~
LP R CL Q LP

Figure 4.4: Optical train for pointwise birefringent measurements. L=laser; LP=linear polarizer;
R=rotating half wave plate; CL=collimating lens; FC=fiow cell; Q = quarter wave plate; D=detector

Sout = Mp' R-45o • MiA' R 45o' R_x . MB(5) . Rx ' R-wt . MiA' R wt . Mp' Sin
4 2

(4.14)

For this setup it is important that the angle between the quarter wave plate and the linear
polarizer is equal to 450

• An imperfectness of the optical elements in the polarization state
analyzer can be compensated by changing this angle.

4.2.4 Optical properties

In a realistic flow cell three dimensional effects will always be present. Therefore the first
normal stress difference and the shear stress will not be constant over the depth of the flow
cell. According to the stress optical rule the refractive index tensor n will also vary along the
propagation direction of the transmitted light.
In this section, the relations between the measured intensities and calculated stresses are
derived. Three dimensional effect are neglected in the first derivation, so the infractive index
tensor is assumed constant in the depth of the flow cell. In the second derivation also three
dimensional effects are taken into account.
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Constant optical properties

When the retardation and orientation angle are assumed constant throughout the flow cell,
the Mueller matrix for a birefringent medium with a retardance 8 and an orientation angle
x, defined by (see appendix C)

o
szxczx(1- cs)

z + zszx czxcs
-ssczx

(4.15)

can be used to calculate the Stokes vector Souto The time-dependent intensity signal, that is
the first component of the Stokes vector So for both set-ups, is described by

I= lIo(1 + R 1 sin (4wt) + R z cos(4wt))

with I o: the intensity of the laser
R 1 : the normalized, in-phase component of the intensity
Rz: the normalized, out-phase component of the intensity

R1 and Rz are defined by

R1 = -cos(2X) sin(8)

Rz = sin(2x) sin(8)

From these two equations it follows that

X = arctan ( - ~:)
~--

8 = sign(R1h/Ri + R~

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.22)

(4.21)

(4.23)

with the assumption that X E [-~, ~]. The shear stres Txy and first normal stress difference N 1

can now be calculated by substitution of 8 and X in equation 4.11, respectively equation 4.12.

Varying optical properties

The Mueller matrix ME for a birefringent medium with varying retardation and orientation
angle along the propagation direction of the light, is derived in appendix D and given by

27f [~~ ~ - Jil~ sZx dZ]
ME = Too 1 Jiln cZx dz

o Jiln sZx dz - Jiln cZx dz 1

This matrix can only be used for materials with a small total retardation and small individual
retardations (small retardance approximation).
After calculating the Stokes vector Sout, the following components for the time-dependent
intensity signal are found (Burghardt [30]):

R 1 = - 2; Jiln cos(2X) dz

R z = 2; Jiln sin(2x) dz
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Using equations 4.9 and 4.10, shows that the two intensities are seperately related to the two
stress components Txy and N I .

(4.24)

(4.25)

So the two intensities measured may be calculated by integration of the local stresses.

4.3 Discussion

In nominally two dimensional geometries the measured birefringence and orientation angle
can easily be translated into the stress components T12 and N I by use of the stress optical
rule. In three dimensional geometries the optical properties along the propagation direction of
the lightbeam, are approximated by a number of discrete retarders with discrete orientations.
In the small retardance approximation, where is assumed that the total retardation and in
dividual retardations of the retarders are small, the two optical properties are independently
affected by the two stress components. The optical properties of the geometry may be derived
by integration of the calculated local stresses.
Burghardt [30J explored the application of flow birefringence in an axisymmetric geometry
at small Deborah numbers 0(10-3

). The geometry consists of a tube flow past a centered,
cylindrical obstruction with a hemispherical cap. In this flow cell three different flows are
investigated: tube flow, annular flow and the complex flow in the vicinity of the tip of the
obstruction. For the first two (viscometric) flows analytical solutions can be found for the
two intensities R I and Rz. These expressions agree well with experiments. For the complex
flow, numerical results are used, calculated for creeping flow of a Newtonian fluid. Also here,
simulated optical properties agreed well with experimental results.
All experimental results of Burghardt are corrected for two parasitic birefringence sources
caused by the windows, namely compression-induced birefringence (CIB) and pressure-induced
birefringece (PIB). CIB is caused by the connection of the glas in the flow cell and appears
in both optical intensities. If the parasitic retardance of the windows is small, CIB can be
determined by measuring the intensities when there is no flow. PIB is caused by the pressure
difference over the glas, depending on the isotropic pressure during flow. It consists solely of
normal stress components in the glass, so PIB affects only R I . It is difficult to correct for this
parasitic birefringence. Burghardt determined at several flow rates an offset value and used
an emperical formula to correct for PIB.
Burghardt showed that for his geometry the small retardance approximation begins to fail
significantly when the retardation exceeds values of 0.5. In his measurements the retardation
is in the range 0.1-0.4 [-J.
In this study, measured optical properties in a complex geometry will be compared with the
calculations of a viscoelastic model. The measured properties are only corrected for CIB.
The contribution of PIB is assumed to be negligible, due to the low birefringent glass (Schott
SF-57) used.
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Rheological characterization
simple shear

•
In

Rheological characterization in simple shear flow is used to fit the parameters of the evaluated
non-linear viscoelastic constitutive equations. Further the parameters of the Carreau-Yasuda
equation are determined. The working method of the rheological characterization and the
fitting procedure are elucidated in section 5.1.
The investigated solutions used are summarized in table 5.1. The measurements and fits are

2.5 % PIB (Oppanol B200)jDecalin
2.5 % PIB (Oppanol B200)jC14

Table 5.1: Solutions used in this study

presented in section 5.2 for the 2.5 % PIB (Oppanol B200)jDecalin solution and section 5.3
for the 2.5 % PIB (Oppanol B200)jC14 solution.

5.1 Simple shear flow

The investigated solutions were tested in simple shear with a rotational viscometer (Rheo
metries RFS-II, Rheometries Inc.), using cone-plate geometry (diameter 50 [mmJ, cone angle
0.0199 [rad]). In this viscometric flow two stress quantities are measurable: the shear stress
(T) and the first normal stress difference (N1). In time-dependent shearing flows they can
depend on time (or frequency) as well as the shear rate. For (transient) normal stress mea
surements it is necessary to use the cone-plate geometry. In this geometry the shear strain is
constant everywhere, so all the fluid elements between the cone and the plate experiences the
same deformation. A summary of the material functions of steady shear flow, small amplitude
oscillatory shear flow and start-up of simple shear flow is given in table 5.2 (from Bird [9],
page 114). Steady and dynamic experiments were done at the following temperatures: 5, 15,
25 and 35 [OCJ. Time-temperature superposition has been used to cover a wider range of shear
rates and frequencies. The mastercurves are created at a reference temperature Trej = 25°C.
Start-up of simple shear was measured at 25 [DC].

21
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IFlow Shear rate Material functions

Table 5.2: Material functions in simple shearing flows

5.1.1 Small amplitude oscillatory shear

In small oscillatory shear experiments a shear strain (I = 5[-J), which lies in the linear
viscoelastic regime, is imposed upon the sample. The responding shear stress T will also
oscillate sinusoidally at the same frequency w, but in general will be shifted by a phase angle
fJ with respect to the strain wave. The stress can be decomposed into a component that is in
phase with the strain wave and one that is 90 0 degrees out of phase (table 5.2).
The frequency range is extended by employing the time-temperature superpostition principle.
The measured dynamic modulus Gd

Gd = J(G'p + (Gflp

and the loss angle fJ

G"
tan fJ = G'

(5.1)

(5.2)

may be shifted onto a single mastercurve. Since the loss angle fJ is not influenced by the
temperature and therefore does not need a vertical shift, the horizontal shift factors aT can
be determined properly using fJ(w). Using these shift factors to shift the dynamic modulus
horizontally, an additional vertical shift factor bT can be then determined by shifting the
modulus vertically to form a mastercurve. So both shift factors are determined independently.
The mastercurves can be expressed as:

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

The temperature dependence of the shift factor aT is described by an Arrhenius equation

10g(aT) = A (~ __1_)
T Trej

with A = b.J!, /lH the 'activation energy for the flow', R the Boltzmann gas constant and
Trej the reference temperature (in Kelvin). At Trej the factor A was estimated with a least
squares fit of equation 5.5. The temperature dependence of the shift factor bT is also described
by an Arrhenius equation like equation 5.5 for aT and the factor A was estimated in the same
way.
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5.1.2 Steady shear flow

In steady shear flow the shear stress T and the first normal stress difference N 1 are measured as
function of the shear rate l' in the interval 0.01-1000 [S-1]. Also here, the time-temperature
superposition principle is used to extend the shear rate range. The shift factors determined
with the dynamic experiments are used to create the mastercurve of the steady shear data.
The mastercurves can be expressed as:

. 1 1 .
Tf(iaT,Trej) = --bTf(;,T)

aT T

5.1.3 Cox-Merz

(5.6)

(5.7)

The empirical Cox-Merz rule is evaluated for the solutions used. It predicts that the magni
tude of the complex viscosity is equal to the viscosity at corresponding values of frequency
and shear rate.

(5.8)

5.1.4 Carreau Yasuda

The Carreau Yasuda model was fitted on the steady shear data. The four parameters were de
termined with a simple search method implemented in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc, function
'fmins').

5.1.5 Non-linear viscoelastic constitutive equations

Two viscoelastic constitutive equations were fitted on the steady shear data: the Giesekus
equation (section 3.2.2) and the Phan-Thien Tanner equation with linear factor (section 3.2.3).
First, the Maxwell parameters (Tfi, Ai) were determined by fitting the Maxwell model on the
complex viscosity with a Levenbergh-Marquardt algorithm ([47]). For a multimode Maxwell
model the two components of the complex viscosity

(5.9)

are: the dynamic viscosity Tf/:

and the elastic part of the complex modulus Tfll:

N
II _ ~ TfiAiW

Tf - ~ 1 +w2A?
z

(5.10)

(5.11)

where i represents the number of the mode, and N is the number of modes. In this study a
four mode fit is used to describe the complete range of measured frequencies accurately.
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Secondly, the parameters of the two non-linear viscoelastic equations were determined by
minimizing

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

were the superscript exp denotes the measured value.
Stresses were calculated by solving numerically the nonlinear system of equations with a
Gauss-Newton method in Matlab (function 'fsolve').
A viscosity averaged value for the time constant of the fluid eX) is defined, according to

>: = 'Li=l7]i Ai

'Li=l7]i

5.1.6 Predictions in start-up of simple shear flow

In start-up of simple shear flow a step in the shear rate "Yo is imposed on the sample. The shear
stress Txy has been measured for four values of "Yo: 10, 30, 60 and 100 [3-1]. The transient
viscosity 7]+ is then defined by

7]+ = T~y
10

The measured data have been compared with calculations for the two nonlinear viscoelastic
models with parameters determined in steady simple shear flow. The stresses were calculated
in Matlab with an Euler integration scheme.

5.1.7 Predictions in elongation flows

As stated earlier in chapter 2, elongation experiments are difficult for low viscosity fluids, like
the solutions used in this study. Nevertheless, predictions of the two nonlinear viscoelastic
equations in steady uniaxial and planar elongation flow are compared. A schematic of the
these flows is shown in figure 2.1. In an uniaxial elongation flow the three dimensional velocity
field is given by

Vx = EX
1.

v y = --Ey
2

1.
Vz = --EZ

2
(5.15)

The two normal stress differences are equal for this flow. The two dimensional velocity field
in a planar elongation flow is given by

V x = EX V y = -iy V z = 0 (5.16)

The elongational viscosity 7]e and 7]ep for the uniaxial elongation flow, respectively planar
elongation flow are defined by

Txx - Tyy
7]= .

E
(5.17)

For non-Newtonian liquids the relation between shear and extensional viscosities is defined
by

(5.18)
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for uniaxial elongation flow, and

77e(E) IE--+O = 47]('-Y) l"r--+o

for planar elongation flow.

5.2 2.5 % PIB /Decalin

(5.19)

The solution 2.5 % PIB/Decalin consists of2.5%(w/w) polyisobutylene (PIB) (OppanoI-B200,
BASF; M w ;:::; 4.7 .106 [-]) solved in decahydronaphtalene (Decalin).
Hudson and Ferguson [20] characterized several PIB/Decalin solutions. Some time depen
dent changes in the viscosity were observed, when using a controlled stress rheometer. Over
a period of two hours an increase was observed of 11 %. The primary cause of the viscosity
increase is ascribed to the evaporation of Decalin. The Cox-Merz rule was valid for these
solutions throughout the whole shear rate/frequency range.

Small amplitude oscillatory shear

Fits of the shift factors aT and bT are shown in figure 5.1. The factor A in the Arrhenius
equation is equal to 2418 [KJ for aT and 465.9 [K] for bT . The two parts of the complex
viscosity are given in figure 5.2.

Cox-Merz

The Cox-Merz rule is evaluated in figure 5.3. The rule is valid for the shear rates/frequencies
measured.

Non-linear viscoelastic constitutive equations

The nonlinear viscoelastic fits are given in figure 5.4 and listed in table 5.3. The Giesekus
model fits the viscosity and the first normal stress difference best. For PTT it is necessary to
use a nonzero ~ parameter to fit the viscosity data well. This model with ~ = 0 fits the first
normal stress difference best at high shear rates and with the nonzero f; at low shear rates.

Predictions in start-up of simple shear How

These predictions are shown in figure 5.5. The computations have been shifted with 0.04 [s]
to improve the agreement with the measured data. Giesekus predicts the best values for 7]+:
both overshoot as end level are predicted well. The PTT model reaches a too low end level
for all shear rates --Yo and for both parameter sets. For the PTT model with the nonzero ~

unrealistic oscillations can be seen.

Predictions in elongation flows

In the predictions of elongation flows large differences between the models can be seen (fig
ure .5.6). Giesekus predicts in uniaxial flow elongational thickening and in planar flow elonga
tional thinning. Due to the large E, both parameter sets ofthe PTT model predict elongational
thinning in both elongation flows. The lowest elongational viscosity is predicted by PTT with
the largest E (and the zero f;).
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Parameters

The parameters of the fits for the Maxwell model, the Carreau Yasuda model and the two
nonlinear viscoelastic models are given in table 5.3.

Model Parameters

Maxwell I mode II Tli [Pa s] I Ai [s] I
4 3.61.10-1 6.77.10-3

1.79.100 8.50.10-2

6.54.100 6.96.10-1

9.59.100 5.04.100

Carreau Yasuda I Tlo [Pa s] lAcy [s] I n la I
I 19.7 I 2.79 I 0.368 I 0.938 I

Giesekus/PTT

I ~
Giesekus

~T~ Imode a

I
4

~
0.68 [TI] 1.6 I

0.1 0.75

Table 5.3: Parameters of the fits for the Maxwell model, the Carreau Yasuda model and the two
nonlinear viscoelastic models in case of the 2.5 %PIBjDecalin solution (Trej = 25 [OC]);); = 2.90 ·10°
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Figure 5.1: Arrhenius fit of the shift factors aT (left) and bT (right) for the 2.5 % PIB/Decalin
solution.
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Figure 5.2: Oscillatory shear master curve for
the 2.5 % PIB/Decalin at Trej = 2WC] with
Maxwell fit.

Figure 5.3: Steady shear viscosity 7)( ~r)
and dynamic viscosity 7]d(W) for the 2.5 %
PIB/Decalin solution.
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Figure 5.4: Steady shear master curve for the 2.5 % PIB/Decalin at Trej = 25[OC] with non-linear
fits (gie = Gieseklls). Left: steady shear viscosity 7]( 'Y). Right: first normal stress difference N I ('Y)
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Figure 5.5: Measured viscosity '1]+ against time for the 2.5 % PIB/Decalin at Trej = 25[°C] with fits
(gie = Giesekus).
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Figure 5.6: Predictions in uniaxial elongation (left) and planar elongation flow (right) for the vis
coelastic constitutive equations with parameters fitted in s'imple shear flow for the 2.5 % PIB/Decalin
solution
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5.3 2.5% PIB/C14

The solution 2.5 % PIB/C14 consists of 2.5%(w/w) polyisobutylene (PIB) (Oppanol B200,
BASF) solved in tetradecane (C14) (C14H30 , a linear hydrocarbon in an isomeric mixture of
95% purity).

Small amplitude oscillatory shear

In figure 5.7 fits of the shift factors aT and bT are shown. The factor A is equal to 2623 [K]
for aT and 877.4 [K] for bT. The two parts of the complex viscosity with Maxwell fits are
given in figure 5.8.

Cox-Merz

The Cox-Merz rule is evaluated in figure 5.9. At high shear rates/frequencies (> 10 [s-l]) a
small difference is seen. The rule is valid for shear rates/frequencies lower than 10 [s-l].

Non-linear viscoelastic constitutive equations

The nonlinear viscoelastic fits are given in figure 5.10. The steady shearrate was measured in
a large range. It is important that the nonlinear viscoelastic models fit best in the shear rate
range obtained in the opposed jets « 100 [8-1]). For this range, both Giesekus as PTT with
the nonzero ~, fit the viscosity and first normal stress difference good. The PTT model with
the ~ = 0 gives the worst prediction for first normal stress difference: the calculated data lie
below the measured data. Due to a nonzero ~, PTT fits the N 1 data better for shear rates
below 100 [8-1].

Predictions in start-up of simple shear flow

The predictions of the nonlinear viscoelastic models for start-up of simple shear are shown
in figure 5.11. The computations have been shifted with 0.03 [s] to improve the agreement
with the measured data. Giesekus as well as PTT predicts a too high end level. The shape
of the measured overshoot is predicted best by Giesekus. PTT with the zero ~ predicts no
overshoot and with the nonzero ~ predicts for the two highest rates 'Yo oscillations.

Predictions in elongation flows

The predictions of the nonlinear viscoelastic models show the same tendencies for the two
elongation flows (figure 5.12). In both flows, Giesekus and PTT, with the nonzero ~, predict
elongational thickening and PTT with the zero ~ predicts elongational thinning.

Parameters

The parameters of the fits for the Maxwell model, the Carreau Yasuda model and the two
nonlinear viscoelastic models are given in table 5.4.
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Model Parameters

Maxwell , mode [I 71i [Pa s] I /\ [s] I
4 1.39.10-1 4.56.10 3

3.75.10-1 4.46.10-2

5.42.10-1 2.48.10-1

1.20.10-1 6.17.10- 1

Carreau Yasuda I 710 [Pa s] lACY [s] I n la ,
I 1.28 , 0.242 I 0.471 11.17 1

Giesekus/PTT
Imode

11 ~iesekus EdE
I

4 [I 0.3 [[[]I]0.1 0.2

Table 5.4: Parameters of the fits for the Maxwell model, the Carreau Yasuda model and the two
nonlinear viscoelastic models in case of the 2.5 %PIB/C14 solution (Trej = 25 rOC}); ); = 2.81.10-1[s]
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Figure 5.7: Arrhenius fit of the shift factors aT (left) and bT (right) for the 2.5 %PIB/C14 solution.
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Figure 5.11: Measured viscosity TJ+ against time for the 2.5 % PIB/C14 at Trej = 25[°C] with fits
(gie = Giesekus).
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Figure 5,12: Predictions in uniaxial elongation (left) and planar elongation flow (right) for the
viscoelastic constitutive equations with parameters fitted in simple shear flow for the 2.5 % PIB/C14
solution
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5.4 Discussion and conclusions

Two solutions, namely 2.5 % PIB (Oppanol B200)/Decalin and 2.5 % PIB 2.5 % PIB (Op
panol B200)/C14 have been characterized rheologically in simple shear flow. In figure 5.13, the
material functions r;(7), with Carreau Yasuda fits, and N1 (7) are plotted for both solutions to
illustrate the rheological difference. The Carreau Yasuda model fits both solutions excellent.
The parameters of the fits are tabulated in table 5.3 and 5.4 for 2.5 % PIB/Decalin respec
tively 2.5 % PIB/C14. The choice of solvent has an important influence on the properties

x x
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x x x
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Figure 5.13: Steady shear master curves for 2.5 %PIB/Decalin and 2.5 %PIB/CLf. at Trej = 25[OC].
Left: steady shear viscosity 1](7) with Carreau Yasuda fits. Right: first normal stress difference N 1 (7).

of the solution. Despite the same concentration PIB, the zero shear viscosity, the relaxation
time and first normal stress difference are about a decade higher using Decalin as a solvent.
The empirical Cox-Merz rule seems to hold for the two solutions, although a slight deviation
is observed for 2.5 % PIB/C14.
Giesekus fits the viscosity and first normal stress difference best for both solutions. PTT with
the nonzero ~ fits only the two material functions of 2.5 % PIB/C14 good.
The predictions in start-up of simple shear are most realistic for the Giesekus model. This
model predicts the measured data of 2.5 % PIB/Decalin excellent. For 2.5 % PIB/C14 all
models predict a too high end level, but the shape of the overshoot is predicted well for
Giesekus.
The predictions in uniaxial and planar elongation flow show large differences. Giesekus pre
dicts for these solutions in both flows the highest elongation viscosity, whereas PTT with
~ = 0 predicts the lowest.





Chapter 6

Steady flow of polyisobutylene
solutions in a rectangular channel

In this chapter the influence of 3-D effects is investigated in two rectangular slit flows. The
channels differ in their depth/height ratio, namely 8 and 2.
First, the three dimensional fully developed velocity field has been computed using a Carreau
Yasuda model. Second, the velocity gradients are used to predict the 3D stresses with non
linear viscoelastic models. The integrated stresses are compared with computed 2D stresses.
Finally, the calculated velocities and integrated stresses are compared with measurements of
two polymer solutions. The deepest channel, earlier described by Baaijens [6] (chapter 4), is
used to determine the stress optical coefficient of the fluids.
The results of the two solutions investigated, 2.5 % PIB/Decalin and 2.5 % PIB/C14, are
treated seperately in section 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. Measurements in the slit with depth/height
ratio 2 were made at the two entrances of the opposed jets described in chapter 7. Finally,
the conclusions are summarized in section 6.3. Fluid used in a previous experiment is always
characterized again to take into account changes that occur during the experiments. The
characterization of rheologically changed samples are described in appendix E.

6.1 2.5 % PIB /Decalin

6.1.1 DepthjHeigth ratio 8

The influence of three dimensional effects in a slit with a depth/height ratio equal or larger
than 8, is less than 10 % (see appendix B). It is commom to neglect these effects and to cal
culate the viscoelastic stresses with a two dimensional finite element method (FEM) , as three
dimensional FEM calcultions with a non-linear viscoelastic model are not feasible yet. Here,
three dimensional stresses will be calculated using the velocity gradients of a three dimen
sional FEM calculation, in which a Carreau Yasuda model is used as constitutive equation.
For a fully developed velocity profile only the velocity gradients in a plane perpendicular to
the direction of the flow, are used to calculate the stresses.
One quarter of the rectangular channel is modelled. The height H of the real channel is
equal to 8.0· 10-3[m] and the depth D is equal to 6.4 . 1O-2[m]. The channel with the co
ordinate definition and FEM mesh used, is given in figure 6.1. The mesh consists of 400
(10x4x10) isoparametric hexahedral elements (27 nodal points per element) and 3969 nodal

35
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points (length mesh: 6.0·1Q-2[m]). Towards the wall of the flow cell defined by surface z = D,
the mesh is refined with a factor 0.3. The parameters of a Carreau Yasuda model used are
given in appendix E, section E.1.2.
For this problem the following boundary conditions are defined (with Un and lit the velocity
component in the normal direction respectively tangential direction, iJn and at the stress
component of a boundary surface):

• instream condition on surface x = 0 [m]:

Un = f(y, z) and lit = 0

• outstream condition on surface x = 6.0.10-2 [m]:

lit = 0 and

• symmetry condition on the surfaces y / H = 0 and z / D = 0:

Un = 0 and at = 0

• no-slip condition on the wall surfaces y / H = 0.5 and z / D = 0.5:

li=O

At the entrance boundary a fully developed Carreau Yasuda profile is assumed. To obtain this
profile, first a calculation was made with a fully developed Newtonian profile at the entrance
boundary. (appendix B, equation B.1).
The flow field has been computed with the finite elements package SEPRAN. The convective
term is neglected in all FEM calculations of this study (Stokes flow approximation). In the
points of a self defined grid all components of the velocity gradient tensor are determined,
using a interpolation method described in Anderson [3] for the isoparametric elements. The
grid is defined such, that the stresses are calculated in more points towards the wall z/D=0.5
of the flow cell:

x = 5.0 .1Q-2[m]
y=0:dy:H/2
z=0:dz:D/2

dy = H/16
dz = 3D/128 for 0 < z/D ::; 45/128
dz = D/128 for 45/128 < z/D < D/2

The velocity gradient tensor is defined by

(6.1)

The velocity profile of the plane investigated is shown in figure 6.2. The two dimensional
mean velocity on line z/D=O (um 2D) is equal to 4.38 .1Q-2[m/s]. The steepest gradients can
be found towards z/D=0.5. It should be noticed that the axes of the three dimensional plots
don't agree on the depth/height ratio of the real flow cell.
Only two components of the velocity gradient tensor are important: the shear rates i'xy(= L xy )
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and "Yxz (= Lxz ); the other components are negligible (0(10- 3 )). In figure 6.3 the shear rates
are given. Shearrate "Yxz is in a large part of the flow cell small, but has a steep gradient in
the neighbourhood of the wall at surface z = D. At this surface shearrate "Yxy is equal to
zero.
The stresses were calculated in Matlab with a Gauss-Newton method ('function fsolve') by
solving the equations for the non-linear viscoelastic models in each point for the velocity gra
dient tensor. The stresses predicted by the Giesekus model with the parameters as fitted in
appendix E (section E.1.2) are shown in figure 6.4 to visualize the three dimensional effects.
Component Txx is the largest stress component. At z/D=O it has a parabolic shape with a
maximum at y/H=0.5 and minimum at y/H=O. Towards the wall (z/D=0.5) this component
increases at y/H=O and decreases at y/H=O.5. In the components Txy and Tyy 'waves' can be
seen. This is propably caused by the relatively small number of elements in height used in the
FEM calculation. Both components go to zero towards the wall (z/D=0.5). The components
Txz and Tzz are equal to zero for z/D=O and decrease in a parabolic form towards the wall
z/D=0.5. Component T yz is the smallest component of the stress tensor. It is zero at z/D=O
and z/D=0.5 and has a steep 'bubble' shaped region close to z/D=0.5.
The first normal stress difference is shown in figure 6.5. It has the same shape as the stress
component Txx • The nonzero value at surface z = D for y/H=O is important for the compar
ison with the FIB measurements.
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Comparison 2D/3D

The velocity gradients are also calculated with two dimensional finite elements using a Carreau
Yasuda model. The mesh consists of 192 (24x8) isoparametric quadrilateral elements (9 nodal
points per element) and 833 nodal points. The same boundary conditions are defined as for the
three dimensional calculations. In Matlab the stresses for the non-linear viscoelastic models
are calculated in the same way as in the three dimensional case. The shear stress Txy in
surface z = 0 for the three dimensional calculation is almost the same for the two dimensional
shear stress. However, the two dimensional shear stress is calculated more accurate due to the
finer mesh. The 'waves' which can be seen in figure 6.4 are smaller for the two dimensional
calculation.
The three dimensional shear stress T xy and first normal stress difference N I are integrated over
the depth of the flowcell and compared with the two dimensional calculations in figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Integrated N I (left) and Txy (right) in depth of slit for 2.5 % PIB/Decalin (D/H=8).

The integrated three dimensional shear stress is 5 % smaller at y/H=0.5, due to the zero
Txy at z/D=0.5. The difference between the two dimensional and integrated first normal stress
difference is larger (about 10 %) and is also present in the center of the flow cell. Here, the
integrated N I has a nonzero value due to the large positive values of Txx at z/D=0.5. Towards
y/H=0.5, the integrated 3D N I has a lower value than calculated in the two dimensional
calculation, due to the zero values of Txx and Tyy at z/D=0.5.

6.1.2 DepthjHeigth ratio 2

The same methods described in section 6.1.1 are used to calculate the stresses in a three
dimensional rectangular channel with depth/height ratio equal to 2. So, one quarter of a
channel with height H (1.0· 1O-2[m]) and depth D (2.0· 1O-2[m]) is modelled. The velocity
gradients are calculated using a Carreau Yasuda model. The parameters of this model are
described in appendix E, section E.!.!. In figure 6.7 the channel with the coordinate system
and the mesh used, are given. The mesh consists out of 336 (14x4x6) isoparametric hexahedral
elements and 3393 nodal points (length mesh: 5.6 ·1O-2[m]).
The self defined grid is now taken equidistant:

x = 5.0 ·1O-2[m]
y = 0: dy: H/2 dy = H/20
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z=O:dz:D/2 dz = D/20

The velocity profile of the plane investigated is shown in figure 6.8. The two dimensional
mean velocity (um 2D) is equal to 4.94· 10-2 [m/s]. In figure 6.9 the two shear rates 'Yxy and
'Yxz are shown (the other components are negligible ((')(10-5 )). Towards the wall z/D=O.5, it
seems that the two shear rates are less constant and that the gradients are less steep than in
the slit with depth/height ratio equal to 8.
The parameters used for the non-linear viscoelastic models can be found in appendix E
(section E.1.1). The stresses computed by the Giesekus model are given in figure 6.10. In the
stress components the same shapes are seen as in the deeper slit. However, three dimensional
effects are more pronounced. An extreme effect is seen for the stress component Txx , which
is not constant in depth at any height. Also in these calculations 'waves' are seen in the
components Txy and Tyy . At y/H=0.5, towards z/H=0.5, these two components gradually go
to zero. The first normal stress difference, which is shown in figure 6.11 has the same shape
as the stress component Txx .
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Comparison 2D/3D

The integrated three dimensional shear stress Txy and first normal stress difference N 1 are
compared with the two dimensional calculations in figure 6.12. The deviations between the

-gie;30
- -gie; 20

-0.25 ylrP[-] 0.25 0.5

Figure 6.12: Integrated N 1 (left) and Txy (right) in depth of slit for 2.5 % PIB/Decalin (D/H=2).

two stresses are larger than in the slit with depth/height ratio equal to 8. The deviation
between the two dimensional and integrated Txy is about 13 %. The difference between the
two stresses for N 1 at y/H=O and y/H=0.5 is, like in the deeper slit, is much larger (about
20 %).

6.1.3 Comparison of the two channels

The shear rates "Yxz and "Yxz and the stress component Txy and first normal stress difference
N 1 of the two channels are compared with each other to investigate the influence of the
depth/height ratio on the three dimensional effects.
The shear rates are non-dimensionalized with

"Yo = U
m 2D (6.2)
H

with U m 2D the mean velocity of the flow at the symmetry plane z = O[m]. The stresses are
non-dimensionalized with

TO =
7]0 U m 2D

H
(6.3)

where 7]0 is the zero shear viscosity. The values of these parameters for the two slits are shown
in table 6.1.

I D/H[-] ~ H[m] I U m 2D[m/s] I 7]0 [Pas] I "Yo[s 1] I To[Pa] [

18 8.0.10-3 4.38.10-2 1.74.101 5.48 1 95.6 I
1

2 1.0.10 2 4.94.10 2 1.74.101 4.79 I 83.5 I
Table 6.1: Dimensionless parameters.yo and TO in the two slits for 2.5 % PIB/Decalin.

In figure 6.13 the non-dimensionalized shear rates for the two channels are plotted against
the depth for two heights.
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Shear rate 'Yxy is plotted for y/H=O.25 and y/H=O.5. At the last height, where this shear
rate has its maximum value for each depth, is the largest effect seen. Here, 'Yxy is over a much
larger part constant for the deeper slit. The difference between the two channels at the other
height (y/H=O.25) is small.
For the shear rate 'Yxz, the difference between the two channels is large at both heigths plotted
(y/H=O and y/H=O.25). Here again, this shear rate is over a much larger part constant for
the deeper slit.
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Figure 6.13: Dimensionless shearrates in the slits with depth/height ratio equal to 8 (8:1) and 2 (2:1)
for 2.5 % PIB/Decalin at two heights. Left: shearrate 'Yxy. Right: shearrate 'Yxz·

The dimensionless, integrated stresses are given in figure 6.14 and plotted against the
height. The three dimensional effects have an important influence on the first normal stress
difference. At the middle of the flow cell, around y/H=O, these effects cause a three times
higher N 1 for the cell with depth/height ratio equal to 2. Towards y/H=O.5 this difference
gradually becomes less and is about 6 % lower at the wall. The difference in shear stress is
less striking (at most 7 % at the wall).
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Figure 6.14: Dimensionless integrated stresses in the slits with depth/height ratio equal to 8 (8:1)
and 2 (2:1) for 2.5 % PIB/Decalin.
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6.1.4 Determination of the stress optical coefficient

The stress optical coefficient is defined as the factor between the refractive index and the
stress. It can easily be determined in a fully developed flow field, using equation 4.9:

The retardation index and the angle X are measured with the first set-up, described in sec
tion 4.2.
First, the flow is determined from velocity measurements with LDA. This flow is used as
input in the FEM calculations using a Carreau Yasuda model. The measured and computed
velocities in the fully developed flow region are given in figure 6.15. The agreement between
both velocities is good.
The stress optical coefficient is calculated in two ways: using the integrated three dimensional
shear stress and using the shear stress from a two dimensional FEM calculation. In figure 6.16
the integrated shear stress is plotted against the measured retardation. The solid line repre
sents a least squares fit, obtaining a stress optical coefficient of 1.16 ·1O-9[Pa]. When the two
dimensional shear stress is used, a coefficient of 1.09 . 1O-9[Pa] is obtained. The difference
between the two coefficients (6 %) can not be neglected. Therefore, the first coefficient is
used in further calculations.
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Figure 6.15: Measured and computed veloc
ities in the fully developed flow region for the
2.5 % PIB/Decalin solution (D/H=8; Um 2D =
4.38· lO-2[m/s]).

Figure 6.16: Stress optical coefficient for
2.5 % PIB/Decalin, using integrated three di
mensional shear stresses (D/H=8; Um 2D =
4.38· 1O-2[m/s]).

6.1.5 Comparison with experiments

The measured intensities are compared with the integrated three dimensional stresses pre
dicted by the two non-linear viscoelastic equations. The integrated stresses are translated to
intensities using the relations for varying optical properties, equations 4.24 and 4.25.
The measurements are corrected for parasitic birefringence, by measuring the intensity in
the absence of flow and subtracting them pointwise from the intensities measured with flow.
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However, no accurate measurements have been achieved for this solution, due to the low op
tical coeffient. Also a defect in the circular polarizer of the ROA system could have effect on
the signal.
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Figure 6.17: Calculated and measured intensities in the fully developed flow region for the 2.5 %
PIB/Decalin solution (D/H=8; U m 2D = 4.38 .1Q-2[m/sJ).

The measurements and predictions are compared in figure 6.17. The nonzero PTT model
predicts intensity R 2 best. The agreement for intensity R 1 is less: all measurements lie above
the predictions.

6.2 2.5 % PIB/C14

The same methods are used to determine the shear rate and stresses, predicted by Giesekus, as
described in section 6.1. The three dimensional plots of the velocity, shear rates and stresses
for the two channels are shown in appendix H.

6.2.1 Depth/Height ratio 8

The integrated stresses in the deepest slit are compared with the two dimensional stresses
in figure 6.18. A deviation of 7 % is seen between the two dimenional and integrated T xy

at y/H=O.5. The difference between the two dimensional and integrated first normal stress
difference at y/H=O and y/H=O.5 is about 9 %.

6.2.2 Depth/Heigth ratio 2

In figure 6.19, the integrated stresses in the slit with depth/height ratio 2 are compared with
the two dimensional stresses. The largest deviation for N 1 is seen at y/H=O and y/H=O.5
(22 %). For Txy , the difference is smaller (at y/H=O.5: 16 %).

6.2.3 Comparison of the two channels

The dimensionless parameters 'Yo and TO in the two channels are shown in table 6.2.
In figure 6.20 the non-dimensionalized shear rates for the two channels are plotted against

the depth for two heights (y/H=O.25 and y/H=O.5 for 'Yxy; y/H=O and y/H=0.25 for 'Yxz).
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Figure 6.18: Integrated N l (left) and Txy (right) in depth of slit for 2.5 % PIB/C14 (D/H=8).
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Figure 6.19: Integrated N l (left) and Txy (right) in depth of slit for 2.5 % PIB/C14 (D/H=2).

Shear rate 1'xy is over a larger part constant at y/H=O.5 for the deeper slit. The same effect
can be seen for the other shear rate at both heights plotted.

The dimensionless, integrated stresses are given in figure 6.21. Again, the largest effect
of the depth/heigth ratio can be seen in N 1 at y/H=O (deviation of 17 %). The difference at
y/H=0.5 is much smaller for both N 1 (6 %) and Txy (8 %).

6.2.4 Determination of the stress optical coefficient

The stress optical coefficient for this fluid is determined at different flows (table 6.3) with the
second set-up (described in section 4.2). Only for the highest flow, also integrated stresses

I D/H[-] ~ H[m] I U m 2D[m/s] I 7Jo[Pas] I 1'o[s 1] I TO [Pa] [

18 8.0.10 3 1.33.10-1 1.28.100 16.6 21.1 I
I 2 1.0 . 10 2 1.30. 10 1 1.14.100 13.0 14.9 I

Table 6.2: Dimensionless parameters 10 and TO in the two slits for 2.5 % PIB/C14.
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Figure 6.21: Dimensionless integrated stresses in the slits with depth/height ratio equal to 8 (8:1)
and 2 (2:1) for 2.5 % PIB/C14.

are calculated. The FIB measurements have been made with the second set-up, described
in section 4.2. The difference between the stress optical coefficient calculated with the two
dimensional and integrated stresses is more than 6 %. Further, the coefficient, calculated with
two dimensional stresses, decreases with increasing flow. This effect has to be examined in
future. Here, the coefficient calculated with the integrated stresses is used in further calcula
tions. The measured and computed velocities in the fully developed flow region for this flow
are given in figure 6.22. Both in height as in depth, the calculated velocities agree excellent
with the measured velocities. The least squares fit of these stresses with measurements is
shown in figure 6.23. Almost all measured points lie on the fit.

6.2.5 Comparison with experiments

DepthjHeigth ratio 8

The velocities in the plane investigated are shown in figure 6.22. The measured and computed
intensities are given in figure 6.24.
Measurements and calculations agree much better for this solution. The intensity R 1 is
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-
2.42.10-2 2.48.10-9

4.36 ·10 2 2.44·10 9

9.00·10 2 2.41·10 9

1.33.10-1 2.34.10-9 2.51.10-9

Table 6.3: Stress optical coefficient for 2.5 % PIB/C14 calculated at different flows, determined in
slit with D/H=8.

predicted best by Giesekus. At y/H=O a deviation is seen for all models. The nonzero PTT
model gives satisfactory predictions in the middle of the flow cell. Towards the walls there
is a difference with measured data. It seems that in the middle of the flow cell, the flow was
not fully developed at the line measured. Here, all models predict lower values.
Intensity R 2 is fitted excellent by the nonzero PTT model. Also the Giesekus agree well, but
towards the wall a small deviation is seen.
It can be concluded, that the Giesekus and nonzero PTT model give the best predictions.
Also in simple shear, these two models fitted the data best (see chapter 5. The PTT model
with ~ = 0 gives both for R 1 and R2 the worst predictions.

Depth/Heigth ratio 2

The velocities in height and depth at the inflow surfaces of the opposed jets are given in
figure 6.25. The Carreau Yasuda model gives also here a good agreement with the measured
data. The computed intensities are compared with the integrated intensities in figure 6.26.
Both Giesekus and PTT with the nonzero f, predict the measured intensities best, but towards
y/H=0.5 the predictions becomes less. PTT with ~ = 0 predicts R1 too low for all heights.
The intensity R2 is predicted well for all models. The differences between the models are
small.

6.3 Conclusions

Besides the most important rate 1xy, shear rate 1xz has an important influence on the stresses
in the slits investigated. These three dimensional effects are more pronounced for small
depth/height ratios, though they can still be seen in a slit with depth/height ratio 8.
The largest differences between integrated three dimensional stresses and two dimensional
stresses can be seen for N 1 (about 10 % for the deepest slit and 20 % for the other) for both
solutions. The differences for Txy are smaller (about 6 % for the deepest slit and 15 % for the
other), but can not be neglected for both slits.
Therefore, it is important to determine the stress optical coefficient with three dimensional
calculations of a fully developed flow in a slit. The deviation of the stress optical coefficient
determined with 2D data compared with 3D data is larger for high flows (6 % for Um 2D =
1.33.10-1 [m/s]). It seems that the coefficient determined from two dimensional calculations
is dependent on the flow.
The most important influence of the effects in a slit can be seen for the first normal stress
difference at y/H=O: towards z/D=0.5 non-zero N 1 can be found, which predicts a non-zero
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Figure 6.22: Measured and computed velocities in the fully developed flow region. for 2.5 %PIB/C14
(D/H=8).
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Figure 6.23: Stress optical coefficient for 2.5 % PIB/C14, using integrated three dimensional shear
stresses (D/H=8; Urn 2D = 1.33 .10- I [m/s]).

intensity signal for R I . This effect is more pronounced for smaller depth/height ratios and/or
higer flow rates. This non-zero intensity is also seen in experiments.
Due to the lower stress optical coefficient, the PIB/decaline solution gives a lower intensity
signal than the PIB/C14 solution. Therefore, the measurements with the last solution give
more accurate data. All data are corrected for the background signal (CIB). A defect in
the circular polarizer of the ROA system, could also have its effect on the bad signal for
measurements on the PIB/decaline solution.
Giesekus and PTT with the nonzero ~ fit the measured data best in the two slits for 2.5 %
PIB/C14. The same conclusion could be made for the fits in simple shear experiments. For
2.5 % PIB/Decalin it is difficult to conclude, by which model the measured data is predicted
best, due to the relatively low intensity measured.
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Chapter 7

Steady flow of polyisobutylene
solutions in an opposed jets

In this chapter calculated stresses on the streamlines in an opposed jets device with depth/height
ratio 2 are compared with measurements.
First, the three dimensional velocity field has been computed, using a Carreau Yasuda model.
The deformation history of a particle is determined, by following that particle in time (par
ticle tracking). Secondly, the velocity gradients on this particle track, are used to predict
the 3D stresses with nonlinear viscoelastic models. Finally, measurements are compared with
calculations. Integrated stresses are compared with measured intensities, using the stress
optical coefficient determined in the previous chapter.
The flow cell is described in section 7.1. Calculations for the 2.5 % PIB/C14 solution are
treated for streamlines close to the symmetry plane at the inflow and outflow channel in
section 7.2. The calculations are compared with measurements in section 7.3. Finally, the
method used is discussed and conclusions are summarized.
For both polymeric solutions and melts, opposed jets devices were developed. However, results
are only gathered for solutions. A description of the device for melts is given in appendix G.

7.1 Experimental setup

The flow cell used is shown in figure 7.1. The cell consists of four aluminium blocks (2)
between two parallel perspex plates (1). The blocks have a rounding (R=2.0 ·1O-2[m]). The
depth/height ratio of the flow cell is equal to 2 (D=2.0· 1O-2[m]; H=1.0 . 10-2 [m]). For the
FIB measurements two glass strips of Schott SF-57 (3) are mounted in the parallel plates.

A rotary pump (Nakamura, RO-10-VT), that is driven by a frequency controlled motor
(Elsto, 100-L6), pumps solution from the reservoir (3.0 [1]), through flexible tubes to the flow
cell. Extra rectangular pipes (length: 75 [mm]; sizes: 20 x 10 x 1 [mm]) are mounted between
the tubes and the flow cell to create a fully developed velocity field when entering the flow
cell.
The set-up used in the experiments on the opposed jets is given in figure 7.2. The flow cell
is perpendicular placed to the laser beams of the two measurement systems. The LDA and
FIB measurements were performed sequentially. Both systems are mounted on a computer
controlled traverse.

53
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Figure 7.1: Front (left) and side (right) view of the opposed jets for solutions. 1. perspex plate; 2.
aluminium block; 3. Schott SF-57 glass strip
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Figure 7.2: Setup during the experiments on the opposed jets (FC=Flow Cell). Left: the FIB
rail (with L/P/R: Laser/Polarizer/Rotating halfwave plate, CL: Collimating Lens, CP/D: Circular
Polarizer/Detector) mounted on a 2D traverse (2D- T). Right: the LDA probe P mounted on a 3D
traverse (3D-T).

7.2 Numerical results

One eighth of the opposed jets has been modelled and shown in figure 7.3. The mesh consists
of 672 ((14 + 14) X 4 X 6) isoparametric hexahedral elements and 6669 nodal points (height
mesh: 5.0· 10-2 [m]; width mesh: 4.5· 1O-2[mJ). In the two symmetry planes x/R=O and
yIR=O the mesh is refined towards the stagnation point with a factor 2. The parameters of
the Carreau Yasuda model that are used, are given in appendix E, section E.2.
The following boundary conditions are defined for this problem:

• instream condition on surface yIR = 2.5:

Un = !(y, z) and Ut = 0

• outstream condition on surface xlR = 2.25:

Ut = 0 and fJn = 0
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• the symmetry condition on the planes x j R = 0, yj R = 0 and z j D = 0

un = 0 and at = 0

• the no-slip condition on the wall surfaces xjR = 0.25 (for yjR > 1.25), yjR = 0.25
(for xjR > 1.25), (1.25 - xjR)2 + (1.25 - yjR)2 = 1 (for xjRand yjR < 1.25) and
zjD = 0.5:

u=o

At the entrance boundary a fully developed Carreau Yasuda profile is assumed, obtained from
the calculations in the previous chapter. The mean velocity in the symmetry plane (um 2D)
at the inflow is equal to 1.30· 1O-2 [mjs].
For viscoelastic flows as in this opposed jets flow, the dimensionless Deborah number is
important. It is defined as the ratio of a characteristic relaxation time of the fluid and a
characteristic time of the flow.

De = Afluid

Aflow

A fluid' um 2D

R
(7.1)

The.parameter A fluid is chosen to be the viscosity weighted average of the Maxwell relaxation
times, defined by equation 5.13 and A flow is taken to be the inverse of a typical shear rate
(um 2D divided by R). The Deborah number for the flow investigated is equal to 1.58.

A particle tracking subroutine, implemented in SEPRAN is used to determine the defor-

R [m] II U m 2D[mjs]
2.0· 10-2 II 1.30· 10-1 2.43.10-1

De [-]

1.58

Table 7.1: Deborah number for 2.5 % PIBjC14

mation history of a fluid element. For all the calculated positions the components of the
velocity gradient tensor are determined, using an interpolation method for the isoparametric
elements described in Anderson [3]. As we are interested in the effects of elongational flow,
only stresses on streamlines close to the symmetry planes xjR=O and y jR=O are determined.

7.2.1 Inflow

To obtain the stresses close to the symmetryplane xjR=O, on a line in depth at the outflow,
24 points are taken, from where particles are followed back:

xjR = 5.0 . 10-3

yjR = 5.0 .10-5

zjD = 1.0.10-2 : 2.0.10-2 : 0.5 - 1.0.10-2

The coordinate system with the 'plane' investigated are given in figure 7.3.
The three important velocity gradients on the streamlines near the surface xjR=O (Lxx,

L yy and L yz ) are plotted in figure 7.4. The other components of the velocity gradient tensor
are much smaller (0(10- 1 )). The shear rate 'Yyz is the largest component of L. At the
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Figure 7.3: Opposed jets. left: definition of the coordinate system and the investigated 'plane' near
x/R=D. right: the three dimensional mesh of the opposed jets.

fully developed inflow (y/R=2), it has the same shape as calculated for the rectangular
channel. Towards the stagnation line, it decreases from y/R=1.25, where the channel becomes
divergent, to zero. L yy is the largest elongation strain component. The minimum L yy near
the stagnation point (-11.0[8-1]) is almost equal to the maximum of Lxx (10.8[8-1]). Both
components have two plateau's: one at y/R=0.75 and one just before the stagnation line.
Towards the wall z/D=0.5 both components go to zero.
The stresses on the streamlines were calculated in Matlab with an Euler integration scheme for
each mode (fitted in chapter 5). The time steps in the calculations are equal to the relaxation
time of each mode divided by 5. At the inflow (y/R=2.5) the flow is fully developed and
stresses where calculated using a Gauss Newton method (function 'fsolve'). The largest stress
components predicted by the Giesekus model with the parameters as given in appendix E
(section E.2) are shown in figure 7.5.
The stress T xx increases from zero to a maximum, when approaching the stagnation line. The
component Tyy has a parabolic shape at y/R=2 with a maximum at z/D=0.5 and decreases
from y/R=1.25 towards the stagnation line to a small negative value. Also shear stress Tyz

decreases from y/R=1.25 towards the stagnation line for all y/R. The other components of
the stress tensor are smaller (0(10°) for Tzz ; 0(10- 1

) for T12 and T13) and not important
for the comparison with FIB measurements. It is important to notice that the stresses Txx ,

Tyy and Tyz at y/R=2, where the velocity profile is fully developed, are the same as in the
symmetry plane in height of the rectangular channel with depth/height ratio 2 for 2.5 %
PIB/C14 (appendix H).
The first normal stress difference is also given in figure 7.5. It is equal to zero at the inflow
for z/D=O and decreases towards the wall. Towards the stagnation line, N 1 increases for all
depths to a positive value at z/D=O and a zero value at the wall. So the integrated N 1 of the
inflow will increase from a negative value to a large positive value.

7.2.2 Outflow

To obtain the stresses close to the symmetryplane y/R=O, on a line in depth at the outflow,
24 points are taken, from where particles are followed back:
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x/R = 2
y/R = 5.0.10-5

z/D = 1.0.10-2 : 2.0.10-2 : 0.5 - 1.0.10-2

The coordinate system with the 'plane' investigated are given in figure 7.6. The three largest

Figure 7.6: Opposed J'ets. left: definition of the coordinate system and the investigated 'plane' near
x/R=O. right: the three dimensional mesh of the opposed jets.

velocity gradients on the streamlines near the symmetry plane y/R=O (Lxx, L yy and Lxz ) are
plotted in figure 7.7. The other components of the velocity gradient tensor are much smaller
(0(10- 1)). Shear rate 'Yxz is the largest component. It shows the inverse behaviour of 'Yyz in
the inflow channel. Again, planar elongational flow is approached. However, the minimum
value ·of E (-11.6[3- 1]) is 6 % larger than the maximum of E (10.9[3- 1]). The elongation rate
Exx has the same shape but negative values as Eat the inflow. The same remark can be made
for Eyy in comparison with Exx at the inflow. From these rates it can be seen that the flow is
fully developed from x/R=1.25.
The stress components predicted by the Giesekus model with the parameters as fitted in
appendix E (section E.2) are shown in figure 7.8. The stress Txx decreases at z/D=O from
a maximum near the stagnation line to a nonzero value at x/R=2. Two typical plateaus
are seen on this line: one near the stagnation line and one at y/R=0.5. Near the wall,
Txx increases from zero to a constant value at the fully developed outflow. The component
T yy increases towards the outflow to zero. Also for this component two plateaus are seen.
The stress Txz decreases from zero at the stagnation line towards a constant value at the fully
developed flow region. All components at x/R=2 agree with the stresses calculated in the fully
developed flow (appendix H), except for the nonzero Txx at z/D=O. The other components
of the stress tensor are smaller (0(10°) for Tzz ; 0(10-2

) for Txy and Tyz ) and not important
for the comparison with FIB measurements. The first normal stress difference has the same
shape as component Txx .

7.2.3 Comparison of the integrated stresses

The first normal stress differences were integrated in depth. The predictions of the two
nonlinear viscoelastic models near the symmetry planes x/R=O and y/R=O are given in
figure 7.9.
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A large difference between the two parameter sets of PTT is observed. The difference
between PTT with ~ =1= 0 and Giesekus is smaller. At the inflow (y/R=2) the difference
between PTT with ~ =1= 0 and Giesekus is small (8 %). Towards the stagnation line this
difference decreases first, but from y/R=0.2 it increases (at y/R=8.5 . 10-6 the difference is
about 18 %). The PTT model with ~ = 0 starts at the inflow at a higher level but predicts a
much lower N 1 than the other two models near the stagnation line.
Near the symmetry plane y/R=O all models predict two plateaus. After the stagnation line
all models predict no further increase of the first normal stress difference. At x/R=0.5 N 1

decreases for all models. The difference between the models becomes smaller towards the
outflow. All models predict a nonzero N 1 at the outflow x/R=2.

7.3 Comparison with experiments

Stress measurements could only be done in these parts of the flow cell which are covered with
the low birefringent glass. Therefore, these measurements were done in two sessions. First
the velocities and stresses in symmetry plane x/R=O and the inflow surfaces (y/R = ±1.5)
are measured. After that, the inflow and outflow tubes were exchanged and measurements
were done at symmetry plane y/R=O and the inflow surfaces (x/R = ±1.5) at the same flow
rate.

7.3.1 Velocities

The velocities of the inflow surfaces (y / R = ±1.5) were already shown in figure 6.25, for
the outflow surfaces (x / R = ±1.5) they are given in figure 7.10. The agreement at the
inflow surfaces is good. The flow used in the FEM calculations is determined from these
measurements. The maximum velocity measured at the outflow is 5 % higher, probably
caused by an inaccuracy in pumpspeed.
The velocities on the centerlines z/D=O in both symmetry planes are given in figure 7.11.
Again the agreement in plane y/R=O is good. For the other plane a deviation is seen of
maximal 5 %. The influence of the rectangular pipes is seen beyond x/R=1.5 and y/R=1.5.
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7.3.2 Stresses

The integrated stesses are compared with measurements in figure 7.12. The second set-up
(described in section 4.2) is used for the FIB measurements. Near symmetry plane x/R=O
the predictions of Giesekus and PTT with the nonzero f, agree well with measurements till
y/R=O.25. From this point the intensity R1 increases to much higher values than those
predicted. Near the stagnation line R 1 is more than two times higher for the measurements.
The PTT model with f, = 0 gives the worst agreement at the inflow (from y/R=2 till y/R=l)
and near the stagnation line.
Towards the outflow a remarkable disagreement is seen for all models. The measured data
are about three times higher near the stagnation line than predicted. The two plateaus are
predicted by all models, but the large difference between those plateaus is not predicted.
In figure 7.13 measurements of the intensity R 1 at the inflow and outflow (y/R = ±1.5 and
x/R = ±1.5) are plotted together. The inflow was already compared with the calculations in
chapter 6. The stresses at the outflow have not relaxated completely.

7.4 Discussion and conclusions

According to the velocity gradient tensor calculated from the velocity field using the Carreau
Yasuda model, the flow in the opposed jets is a planar elongation flow, with shear components
induced by the walls, near the symmetry planes x/R=O and y/R=O. The velocity field
is described reasonably well. However, stresses are predicted too low, using the nonlinear
viscoelastic Giesekus and PTT (with the nonzero f,) models. The PTT model with f, = 0
gives the worst predictions.
In order to verify the magnitude of the stresses, the velocity field over the centerline z/D=O
in symmetry plane y/R=O, is fitted with a polynomial function (sixth order) (see figure 7.14).
The differences between the measured and calculated velocities are small. The derivative is
determined and used for the calculation of the first normal stress difference. In figure 7.14
a deviation between the two elongation rates can be seen. However, the total strain, which
is equal to the area below E(t) does not vary much. The magnitude of N1 from the FEM
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calculations using a Carreau Yasuda model, is equal to the one from the polynomial fit.
The streamlines used for the outflow stress calculations do not coincide with the stream

lines used for the inflow calculations (see figure 7.15). With the inflow calculations stresses
can be predicted closer to the stagnation point. However the maximum stress along the
streamlines near surface z/D=O, differ only 2 % (figure 7.14). The distance of the streamlines
to the stagnation point cannot explain the disagreement encountered between experiment
and calculations. Especially taking into account the accuracy of the manual alignment of the
laser (1.0, 10-4[m]) and the laser bundel diameter (also about 1.0· 1O-4[mJ), which would
experimentally cause a lower N 1.

lt can be concluded that the nonlinear viscoelastic constitutive equations used can not
predict the stresses in the opposed jets flow with the parameters determined in simple shear
flow. To predict the stresses right in the opposed jets flow the parameters have to be adjusted
(using a smaller a for Giesekus and smaller E for PTT) or using different models.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and recommendations

8.1 Conclusions

A method is described which allows for the investigation for the of 3D viscoelastic flows and
3D effects on FIB measurements. The following was observed:

• The solvent has a large influence on the stress optical coefficient, relaxation time, zero
shear viscosity and first normal stress difference of the solution.

• Three dimensional effects are noticable in the slit with depth/height ratio equal to 8.
The difference has a maximum for N 1 at y/H=O (10 %). The effects are larger in the
smaller slit (depth/height ratio equal to 2; with a maximum difference of 20 %).

• The difference between the stress optical coefficient determined with the three dimen
sional calculation is about 6 % higher than the coefficient determined with a two di
mensional calculation.

• The FIB measurements done with the second optical setup are more reliable.

• The stress optical coefficient determined with two dimensional calculations are depen
dent on the flow.

• The flow in the opposed jets is a planar elongation flow with shear components induced
by the walls.

• A disagreement between predicted and measured stresses is found in the opposed jets
flow. Near and after the stagnation line the measurements of the first normal stress
difference are about three times higher than the predictions.

• The nonlinear viscoelastic constitutive equations used can not predict the stresses in
the opposed jets flow with the parameters determined in simple shear flow.

8.2 Recommendations

• The flow cell used for the solutions has to be improved. It is necessary to use low
birefringent glass to measure stresses at all planes investigated in this study, without
changing the tubes.

65
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• The particle tracking routine implemented in SEPRAN has to be improved to obtain
more points near the stagnation line.

• The influence of the Reynolds number on the calculations has to be investigated.

• The influence of the flow on the stress optical coefficient has to be investigated.

• More measurements have to be made with different flow rates, on other solutions and
with the new flow cell, designed for melts.

• Measurements on melts have to be done. For melts it is necessary to solve the fully,
optical matrix equation numerically.

• In future, the three dimensional complex flow field has to be calculated with nonlinear
viscoelastic equations.

• In futere, tomografic techniques should be used to determine the stresses pointwise.
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Appendix A

Linear two dimensional flows

Most of the experimentally used flow types are linear and two dimensional. These flows can
be described by the following velocity vector:

(A.l)

where V is the gradient vector operator, if the position vector and L the velocity gradient
tensor, given by

G [1+a I-a 0]
L=- -1+a -I-a 0

2 0 0 0
with (A.2)

The components of u(u, v, w) are in a Cartesian coordinate system if(x, y, z):

G
u = - [(1 + a)x + (1 - a)y]

2
G

v = - [(-1 + a)x + (-1- a)y]
2

w=O

(A.3)

G is the (scalar) velocity gradient and a characterizes the type of flow. The streamlines of
some of these two dimensional flows are given in figure A.I. For a > 0 the streamlines are
hyperboles with the angle between the entrance and exit asymptotes:

() = 2 arctan (va) (A.4)

For a < 0 the streamlines are ellipses with the aspect ratio between the short (mt) and long

(m2) axis:

(A.S)

The velocity gradient tensor L can be decomposed in a symmetric part and an antisym
metric (or skew-symmetric) part:

(A.6)
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()(=o.o

()(=-O.5

Figure A.I: Streamlines of some two dimensional flows: a = -1: purely rotational flow, a = 0:
simple shear flow and a = 1: hyperbolic flow

with D the rate of strain tensor:

[

1 + 0:

D = ~ (L + U) = G 0
22

0

and n the vorticity tensor:

1 G [ 0n = - (L - L C
) = - -1 + 0:

2 2 0

1-0: 0]o 0
o 0

(A.7)

(A.8)

Flow types with 0 < 0: :s; 1 are called strong flows due to the high strain of rate and low
rotation. These flows will have an important aligning effect upon macromolecules.



Appendix B

End effects

In a rectangular duct, a two dimensional flow field cannot exist over the total thickness of the
flow cell. The velocity gradients are three dimensional due to the stick boundary conditions
at the walls of the flow cell. The influence of these edge regions on the velocity field of the
flow can be made smaller by increasing the aspect ratio depth/heigth of the channel.
The fully developed pressure flow of an incompressible Newtonian liquid in a rectangular duct,
is described by White [42]. The velocity in the x-direction of a rectangular channel given by
-h/2 < y < h/2 (h=height) and -d/2 < Z < d/2 (d=depth), is given by:

( ) op 4d
2

LOCi. n-l -3 [ cosh (n~Y)] (n7rz)v y, Z = - - -- -1 2 n 1 - cos --ox jt7r3 cosh (nJrh ) d
n=1,3,5... 2d

while the flow rate Q/2 (through one channel) equals:

(B.l)

Q
2

_op hd
3 [1 _192d ~ n-5 tanh (n7rh)]

ox 12jt 7r 5 h L....J 2d
n=1,3,5, ...

(B.2)

In a rectangular duct, two averaged velocities can be defined, namely the average velocity in
the plane of symmetry x=O, Umean x=o, and the average velocity over the area of the duct,
umean duct. The ratio of these two velocities can be defined by the parameter ~:

~ = umean x=O

Umean duct
(B.3)

This parameter depends on the depth/height ratio of the channel (table B.l). In the exact
two dimensional case, when d/h is equal to infinity, the parameter ~ is equal to one.

Table B.I: The parameter ~ for different ratios d/h of a rectangular channel
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Appendix C

Mathematical description of light

In this appendix the mathematical description of light is explained. The state of polarization
of a light beam can be described by Stokes parameters. The transformation of this beam by
an optical element can be described by Mueller matrices.

C.l Stokes parameters

The Stokes parameters form a set of four quantities denoted with 50, 51, 52 and 53 that
describe the polarization state of a beam of light. The great advantage of using Stokes
parameters is that they can be formulated out of directly measurable quantities. The quantity
50 is simply the incident irradiance (in [W1m2

]), while 51, 52 and 53 specify the state of
polarization:

50 = 210
51 = 2h - 210

52 = 2h - 210

53 = 2Is - 210

with 10 : the total irradiance
h: the irradiance transmitted by a horizontal linear polarizer
h: the irradiance transmitted by a linear polarizer at 45°
Is: the irradiance transmitted by a right circular polarizer

For a monochromatic light wave which consists out of two orthogonal components Ex

Ex = Eox cos(kz - wt + ox)

and E y

Ey = Eoy cos(kz - wt + Oy)

the Stokes parameters can be described as:

50 = E6x + E6y

51 = E6x - E6y

52 = 2EoxEoy cos(Oy - Ox)

53 = 2EoxEoy sin(oy - Ox)
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(C.l)

(C.2)

(C.3)

(CA)

(C.5)

(C.6)

(C.7)

(C.8)

(C.g)

(C.lO)
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C.2 Mueller matrices

The influence of an optical device on the polarization state of a wave with a Stokes vector Si
is described by a 4 x 4 Mueller matrix M:

The Mueller matrices for the optical devices used in this study are described below.
Birefringent medium

(c.n)

[1 a
0

Sin~(O) ]
o 1 0 (C.12)MB(O) = 0 0 cos(o)
o 0 - sin(0) cos(0)

Quarter wave plate

[~
0 0

!]M" =
1 0 (C.13)

"2 0 0
0 -1

Half wave plate

Linear polarizer

(C.14)

[

1 1

M = ~ 1 1
P 200

o 0

o 0]o 0
o 0
o 0

(C.15)

Left circular polarizer

1 [~ ~ ~ 0~1]
MCP,lejt = 2 ~ ~ ~

Rotation matrix

(C.16)

o
cos(2x)

- sin(2x)
o

o 0~1]sin (2X)
cos(2X)

o
(C.17)
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This rotation matrix is used to calculate the Mueller matrix for an optical element oriented

at X.
Birefringent medium oriented at X

o
s2xC2x(1- CO)

2 2
s2x + c2xcs

- SSC2x

(C.18)

with S2x and C2x for sin(2x) and cos(2X) and ss and Cs for sin (8) and cos(8).
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Differential propagation Mueller
calculus

In this appendix, the Mueller matrix for a light beam going through a birefringent medium
with varying retardance and orientation angle will be derived. First the differential propaga
tion matrix of a birefringent medium will be defined in section D.l. After that, the relationship
between the differential propagation Mueller matrix and the Mueller matrix at an arbitrary
position in the medium will be derived in section D.2. Finally, the overall Mueller matrix is
derived in section D.3. These derivations can also be found in Azzam [5J. Fuller [14J (section
2.4.6) used the same formulas for Jones matrices. The differential propagation Mueller matrix
for a birefringent medium has also been given by Burghardt [30J.

D.1 Differential propagation Mueller matrix

Suppose a light beam propagates along the z axis of a Cartesian coordinate system in a flow
cell with a birefringent medium (figure D.l). Due to end effects the Stokes vector will vary

50=5(2=0) 5(2) 5 (z+bz) 51
i i

I
II)'i

j
)0

I

. I
X! I I

I
2 '~~I

Ir---z
Figure D.l: Definition of the Stokes vectors

along this axis. The Stokes vectors at z and z+.6.z are interrelated by

S(z + .6.z) = M(z, Llz) . S(z)
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(D.l)
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with M(z, ,6.z) the Mueller matrix of a thin element of thickness ,6.z at postition z. Subtracting
S(z) from both sides of equation D.l, one obtains

S(z + ,6.z) - S(z) = (M(z, ,6.z) - I) . S(z) (D.2)

Dividing by the differential thickness ,6.z and taking the limit as ,6.z --t 0, the following first
order, linear differential equation in the Stokes vector S results:

dS
dz = m(z) . S(z) (D.3)

where m is the differential propagation matrix, which describes the change of polarization of
light propagating over a small path ,6.z in an optical element. It is defined by

() I. (M(Z, ,6.z) - I)
m z = 1m

~z---tO ,6.z
(DA)

The Mueller matrix of a birefringent medium with a thickness z, a retardance 15(= 21rfn z)
and an orientation angle X, is given by (see appendix C)

(D.5)

For a thin element of thickness ,6.z, the Mueller matrix M B (,6.z) is obtained by expanding
sin (15) and cos(<5) in equation D.5 into their power series and retaining only the first order
terms in ,6.z. The Mueller matrix of this thin element, is given by

[

1 0
o 1

MB(Z) = 0 0

o I5s2x

(D.6)

where the retardation of the thin element is defined by 15 = 21rfn ,6.z.
Using equation DA, gives the differential matrix for the linear birefringent medium at an
orientation angle x:

[

0 0
27f 0 0

mB = ~ 0 0

o ,6.n S2x

o
o
o

-,6.n C2x

(D.7)

D.2 Relation between the differential propagation Mueller ma
trix and the Mueller matrix

The relation between the Stokes vector at position z, S(z), and the Stokes vector at position
z = 0, S(z = 0), is given by

S(z) = M(z) . S(z = 0) (D.8)
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Substituting this equation in equation D.1leads to

S(z + ~z) = M(z, ~z) . M(z) . S(z = 0) = M(z +~z) . S(z = 0)

From this equation, it follows that

M(z, ~z) = M(z + ~z) . M- 1 (z)

(D.9)

(D.10)

Substituting this equation in equation D.4, the relationship between the differential propaga
tion Mueller matrix, m(z), and the Mueller matrix at position z, M(z), is obtained:

() 1
. (M(Z + ~z) . M-1 (z) - M(z) . M-1 (z))

m z = 1m
b.z--+O ~z

= lim (M(Z + ~z) - M(Z)) . M- 1 (z)
b.z--+O ~z

= (:zM(Z)) ·M-1 (z)

D.3 Overall Mueller matrix

(D.ll)

The Mueller matrix for one element, expanded in z about its position Zo in the flow cell is
equal to

() (
dMi) 2Mi (z) = Mi Zo + ~ ZQ (z - zo) + O((z - zo) ) as z --+ Zo (D.12)

with z - Zo = ~z the thickness of the element. Using equation D.ll, the Mueller matrix for
one element is derived:

(D.13)

The Mueller matrix M for the entire flow cell is the product of the matrices of the individual
elements:

M=M1 ·M2 · ... ·Mn (D.14)

with n the number of elements. Combining equation D.l3 with equation D.14 and only
retaining terms to 0 ((~z) 2) the overall Mueller matrix becomes:

n

M=I+ Lmi~z+O((~z)2)
i=l

(D.15)

Subtituting the differential propation Mueller matrix for a birefringent medium (equation D.7)
in equation D.15, gives

o
o
1

- 2:7=1 ~ni C2Xi ~z

(D.16)
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For infinitesemal small ~z the summations are replaced by an integral over the depth of the
flow channel.

f

1 0
M _ 2Jr 0 1

B -).. 0 0

o f ~n S2x dz

o
o
1

- f ~n C2x dz

(D.17)
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Rheological characterization during
experiments

In this appendix the rheological characterization is described of samples that were taken
during the LDA and FIB measurements in the rectangular channel flow and opposed jets flow.
The characterization of 2.5 % PIB/Decalin and 2.5 % PIB/C14 during the measurements are
described in respectively section E.1 and E.2

E.1 2.5 % PIB/Decalin

This fluid is first used for opposed jets measurements and after that for measurements in a slit.
Changes in rheology occured during both experiments. The decrease in zero shear viscosity
is probably caused by polymer degradation. However, the zero shear viscosity before the
measurements in the opposed jets and the slit, are the same. So solvent evaporation plays an
important role.
Steady and dynamic experiments were only done at 25 [DC].

E.l.1 Opposed jets flow

In comparison with the original sample, the zero shear viscosity had decreased with 11.7 %.
During the measurements in the opposed jets flow, the viscosity decreased further from
17.4 [Pas] to 16.2 [Pas] (figure E.1).

Small amplitude oscillatory shear

The two parts of the complex viscosity are given in figure E.2.

Carreau Yasuda

The steady shear viscosity 7J(r) with Carreau Yasuda fit is shown in figure E.3.

Non-linear viscoelastic constitutive equations

The nonlinear viscoelastic fits are given in figure E.4 and listed in table E.1. The viscosity
data are fitted best by PTT with the nonzero ( The Giesekus fit lies a bit below the measured
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x before

+ after

00'

00.

00

Figure E.1: Steady shear data of a fresh sample 2.5 % PIB/Decaline and a sample before and after
the measurements in the opposed jets.

data. However it fits the first normal stress difference better than the PTT model with the
nonzero ~, especially at high shear rates.

Predictions in elongation flows

The predictions of the nonlinear viscoelastic model for uniaxial and planar elongation flow
are given in figure E.5. Giesekus predicts in uniaxial elongation flow at low rates elongational
thickening and at high rates elongational thinning. In planar elongation flow it predicts
elongational thinning. PTT predicts elongational thinning for both flows.

Parameters

The parameters of the fits for the Maxwell model, the Carreau Yasuda model and the two
nonlinear viscoelastic models for a sample before the measurements in the opposed jets are
given in table E.1.
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Parameters

Maxwell I mode ~ 1]i [Pa s] I Ai [s] I
4 0.72 ·10° 2.00.10-2

3.69.10° 2.08.10-1

8.30.10° 1.78 ·10°
3.65.10° 9.99 ·10°

Carreau Yasuda 11]0 [Pa s] lAcy [s] I n la I
I 17.4 I 2.16 I 0.372 I 0.942 I

GiesekusjPTT

I ~
Giesekus li]TT

Imode CY ~ E

I
4

~
0.68 1]1] 1.4510.1 0.82

Table E.!: Parameters of the fits for the Maxwell model, the Carreau Yasuda model and the two
nonlinear viscoelastic models in case of the 2.5 % PIB/Decalin solution before measurements in the
opposed jets; X= 3.19· 100
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Figure E.2: Oscillatory shear curve for the
2.5 % PIB/Decaline with Maxwell fits.

10
2
f~~~~~~~~~~==::===:::;-l

Figure E.3: Steady shear curve for the 2.5 %
PIB/Decaline with Carreau Yasuda fit
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Figure E.4: Steady shear curve for the 2.5 % PIB/Decaline with non-linear fits (gie = Giesekus).
Left: steady shear viscosity 1](:y). Right: first normal stress difference N 1 (:y)
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Figure E.5: Predictions in uniaxial elongation (left) and planar elongation flow (right) for the vis
coelastic constitutive equations with parameters fitted in simple shear flow for the 2.5 % PIB/Decaline
solution
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E.1.2 Rectangular channel flow

In comparison with a sample of this fluid, taken after the opposed jets measurements, the
zero shear viscosity had increased with 6.9 %, probably caused by solvent evaporation, before
the measurements in the rectangular channel were started. During the measurements jets
flow, the viscosity decreased from 17.4 [Pas] to 17.1 [Pas] (figure E.1).

x before

+ after

Figure E.6: Steady shear data of a fresh sample 2.5 % PIB/Decaline and a sample before and after
the measurements in the rectangular channel.

Small amplitude oscillatory shear

The two Maxwell fits on the complex viscosity are given in figure E.7.

Carreau Yasuda

The steady shear viscosity 17(1') with Carreau Yasuda fit is shown in figure E.8.

Non-linear viscoelastic constitutive equations

The nonlinear viscoelastic fits are given in figure E.g and listed in table E.2. Also here, the
viscosity data are fitted best by PTT with the nonzero t;,. The Giesekus fit lies a bit below
the measured data, but it fits the first normal stress difference best.

Parameters

The parameters of the fits for the Maxwell model, the Carreau Yasuda model and the two
nonlinear viscoelastic models for a sample before the measurements in the rectangular channel
are given in table E.2.
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Model Parameters

Maxwell I mode I] Tfi [Pa s] 1 Ai [s] I
4 0.79.10° 2.46.10-2

3.92.10° 2.30.10-1

8.22.10° 1.87 ·10°
3.43.10° 1.00.101

Carreau Yasuda I Tfo [Pa s] lAcy [s] 1 n la I
I 17.4 I 2.37 I 0.384 1 1.02 I

Giesekus/PTT

I mode ~
Giesekus liJT~ Ia

I
4

~
0.68 [IT] 1.33 I

0.1 0.80

Table E.2: Parameters of the fits for the Maxwell model, the Carreau Yasuda model and the two
nonlinear viscoelastic models in case of the 2.5 % PIB/Decalin solution before measurements in the
slit; X= 3.09· 100
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Figure E.7: Oscillatory shear curve for the
2.5 % PIB/Decaline with Maxwell fits.
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Figure E.8: Steady shear curve for the 2.5 %
PIB/Decaline with Carreau Yasuda fit
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Figure E.g: Steady shear curve for the 2.5 % PIB/Decaline with non-linear fits (gie = Giesekus).
Left: steady shear viscosity 17(1). Right: first normal stress difference N 1 (1)
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E.2 2.5 % PIB/C14

Changes in this fluid occured during the opposed jets measurements, which were done after
the measurements in the slit where no changes were observed.
Steady and dynamic measurements were done at 5, 15,25 and 35 [0G].

Small amplitude oscillatory shear

In figure E.10 fits of the shiftfactors aT and bT are shown. The factor A in the Arrhenius
equation is equal to 2684 [K] for aT and 569.1 [K] for bT. The two parts of the complex
viscosity with Maxwell fits are given in figure E.1l.

Cox-Merz

The Cox-Merz rule is evaluated in figure E.12. At high shear rates/frequencies (> 10 [8-1]) a
small difference is seen. The rule is valid for shear rates/frequencies lower than 10 [8-1J (the
same range as for the original sampIe).

Carreau Yasuda

The mastercurve of the steady shear viscosity 7](1') with Carreau Yasuda fit is shown III

figure E.13

Non-linear viscoelastic constitutive equations

The nonlinear viscoelastic fits are given in figure E.14 and listed in table E.3. For shear rates
below 100 [8-1], both Giesekus as PTT with the nonzero~, fit the viscosity and first normal
stress difference good. The PTT model with ~ = 0 gives the worst fit of the first normal stress
difference.

Parameters

The parameters of the fits for the Maxwell model, the Carreau Yasuda model and the two
nonlinear viscoelastic models are given in table E.3.
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Parameters

Maxwell I mode [I 'fli [Pa s] I Ai [s] I
4 1.21 .10 1 4.00.10 3

2.89.10- 1 3.53.10-2

5.51.10-1 1.89.10-1

1.72.10-1 9.32.10- 1

Carreau Yasuda I 'flo [Pa s] I ACY [s] In la I
I 1.14 I 0.222 I 0.481 I 1.24 I

Giesekus/PTT

I ~
Giesekus t2Emode 0: .; E

I
4

~
0.3

I~0.1 0.2

Table E.3: Parameters of the fits for the Maxwell model, the Carreau Yasuda model and the two non
linear viscoelastic models in case of the 2.5 %PIB/C14 solution (Trej = 25 rOC]) during measurements
in the opposed jets; X= 2.43· 1O- 1 [s]
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A = 2684 [I<]
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Figure E.10: Arrhenius fit of the shift factors aT (left) and bT (right) for the 2.5 % PIB/C14
solution.
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Figure E.11: Oscillatory shear master curve
for the 2.5 % PIB/C14 at Trej = 2WC] with
Maxwell fit.
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Figure E.12: Steady shear viscosity 17(1') and
dynamic viscosity 17d(W) for the 2.5 % PIB/C14
solution.
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Figure E.13: Steady shear viscosity 17(1) with Carreau Yasuda fit for the 2.5 % PIB/C14 at Trej =
25[°0].
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Figure E.14: Steady shear master curve for the 2.5 % PIB/C14 at Trej = 25[°C] with non-linear fits
(gie = Giesekus). Left: steady shear viscosity rky). Right: first normal stress difference N1(i')
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Laser beam dimensions

Laser beams have a Gaussian intensity distribution as function of the radius of the beam and
are concave shaped along the axial beam direction. The radius at an axial distance z from
the position of the waist Wo of a beam is described by (from Siegman [39]).

(F.l)

(F.3)

where ZR is the Rayleigh range. This range describes the distance z before the beam begins
to diverge significantly, and is given by

rrwo2
ZR = - (F.2)

A

with A the wavelength of the light.
During the FIB measurement a lens with focal length f is used to achieve a high spatial
resolution along the optical path in the flow eel. The initial Gaussian laser beam with waist
Wl is transformed to a Gaussian beam with a smaller waist w. This transformation can be
expressed by

Af
W=-

rr Wl

The waist w decreases with decreasing focal length f.
The optimal beam waist has to satisfy both requirements: a small waist of the beam in
order to achieve high spatial resolution and it has to lie in the Rayleigh range. Combining
equation F.2 and equation F.3, the focal length f is defined by

f = ~ . Wl· {):T (F.4)
A V2;

with 1 the depth of the flow cell (l = 2ZR). If a lens with a larger focal length is used during
the experiments than calculated, the beam waist in the middle of the flow cell will be larger,
causing a lower spatial resolution. In this case also the Rayleigh range will be larger, which
causes a lower departure of the waist at the windows of the flow cell compared with the waist
in the middle of the flow cell.
In table F.l the calculated Rayleigh ranges are given for both the setups given in chapter 4 The
Rayleigh ranges of both setups are larger than the depth of the flow cells used (l = 64·10-3 [m]
for the slit; l = 20 .1Q-3[m] for the opposed jets).
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w[m]f[m] ~'x[m]
one 672.4.10-9 2.0.10-3 8.0.10-1 8.56.10-5 3.42.10-2 II
two 632.8.10-9 0.4.10-3 2.0.10-1 2.14.10-5 5.04.10-2 II

I set-up I

Table F .1: Rayleigh range calculated for the two setups used at the FIB measurements.



Appendix G

Design of the opposed jets for melts

An opposed jets apparatus for melts has been designed. In this appendix the requirements
are summarized, the determination of the main parameters is elucidated and the pressure
drop is calculated.

G.l Requirements

Several requirements had to be met in the design of an opposed jets for melts.

• The flow cell has to be temperature controlled (T=170-230 rOC]). It is very important
that this is done properly, because a small change in temperature has a large effect on
the viscosity. Moreover, ternperature gradients will influence the refractive index of the
melt and disturb optical measurements.

• The flow cell should be optically accessible to measure the velocities with PTV (Particle
Tracking Velocimetry) and the stresses with FIB (Flow induced Birefringence).

• Stresses induced by the inflow pipes must have relaxated before the melt reaches the
stagnation point. The length of the inflow channels of the opposed jets has to be
sufficiently large.

• The flow should be nominally two dimensional to do FIB measurements. Besides the
depth/height ratio also the radius of the opposed jets has an important influence on the
two dimensionality of the flow in the neigbourhood of the stagnation point.

G.2 Determination of the main parameters

In this section some basic calculations are done in order to determine the main dimensions of
the flow cell. The material properties used in these calculations are based on an LDPE melt
(Stamylan LD 2008XC43, DSM) at a temperature of 190 [0C], characterized by Baaijens [6]
(section 3.7). Further, the depth/height ratio is kept the same as the flow cell design of
Kruijt [26].
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Estimation of the maximum mean velocity

The velocity profile of a Newtonian laminar flow between two parallel plates is used at the
determination of the main parameters of the flow cell. The velocity profile is given by

with the mean velocity U m described by

hZ dp
U m = -----

12 Tf dx

(G.1)

(G.2)

The maximal throughput of the extruder is 10 [kg/hour]. The density of the melt is about
7.5·10Z[kg/m3]. So the maximum flow Q is equal to Q = 3.70 ·10-6 [m3/s]). The mean
velocity in the flow cell Um (with a height of 5.0 . 1O-3[m] and a depth of 4.0 . 10-Z [m]) is
equal to 9.26· 10-3 [m/s].

Estimation of the inflow length

The stresses caused by the inflow pipes have to relaxate over a length L before reaching the
stagnation point. The inflow length L has to meet the following relation:

L > 10· Amelt . U m (G.3)

The factor 10 is a chosen safety factor. The relaxation time Amelt is equal to 1.10 [s]. The
inflow length L has to be larger than 1.02· 10-1 [m] and is chosen equal to 1.2· lO-l[m].

Determination of the radius

The influence of the radius R on the flow field and the elongation rate is determined. Two
three dimensional meshes with different R (2.0· 10-Z [m] and 1.25· 1O-3[m]) are created in
SEPRAN. The material is considered Newtonian with a viscosity of 1.8 . 103 [Pa] at a shear
rate l' = um/h = 1.85[s-1].
The contourplots ofthe u velocities in the surface y=O [m] are given in figure G.1. The flowfield
in the neighbourhood of the stagnation point is more two dimensional for the opposed jets
with R = 1.25· 1O-3[m].
In figure G.2 and G.3 the velocity respectively the elongation rate are given as function of
the x-coordinate. The broken lines in the figure mark the height H and the distance H+R of
the opposed jets. For the opposed jets with R = 2.0 ·lO-Z[m] a large hump in the elongation
rate is observed. This is probably caused by the elongation contribution of the contraction
flow in the outflow channel. The elongation rate as function of time on the centerline in the
surface y=O [m] is given in figure G.4. The elongation rate is higher for the opposed jets with
R = 1.25· 10-3 [m], but this rate is applied on the fluid for a shorther time. The total strain
is two times the area below the graph in figure G.4 and equal to 6.88 H for the opposed jets
with R = 1.25· 1O-3[m] and 8.67 [-] for R = 2.0· 10-Z [m]. So the difference in total strain is
small.
The value of the radius of the new opposed jets is chosen equal to 1.25 '10-3 [m], because the
flow field is more two dimensional for this design.
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Figure G.1: Contourplot of the u velocities [m/s] in surface y=O [m] for an opposed jets with radius
R = 2.0.10- 2 (left) and radius R = 1.25.10-3 (right). Levels u: 0.01; 0.02; 0.03 0.04; 0.05; 0.06 and
0.07 [m/s]

G.3 Estimation of the pressure

The pressure drop over the flow cell can be calculated with the use of equation G.2:

6. = 12um 77 2L
p h2

where the viscosity 77 is about 1.8· l03[Pa]. The pressure drop 6.p is equal to 20.9· 1Q5[Pa]
for a rectangular channel with length 2L (L = 1.2· 10-1[m]). This pressure is validated in
a two dimensional FEM sum. The pressure calculated with SEPRAN is about five percent
smaller due to the 'widening' of the flow channel at the stagnation point.
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Figure G.2: Velocity on the centerline in surface y=O [m} for an opposed jets with radius R = 2.0.10- 2

(left) and radius R = 1.25.10-3 (right). The broken lines mark x=H and x=H+R.
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Figure G.3: Elongation rates on the centerline in surface y=O [m} for an opposed jets with radius
R = 2.0.10- 2 (left) and radius R = 1.25.10-3 (right). The broken lines mark x=H and x=H+R.
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Figure G.4: Elongation rates on the centerline in surface y=O [m} against time for an opposed jets
with radius R = 2.0· 10- 2 (left) and radius R = 1.25· 10-3 (right). The broken lines mark x=H and
x=H+R.
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G.4 Final design

The complete, realized design is shown in figure G.5. In this picture, the inflow from the
extruder is at the right hand of the flowcell and the flow is directly divided toward the upper
and lower part. Outflow is at the other side of the flow cell (figure G.6). At the back and
front side large windows (effective view 148 X 48 [mm]) are placed for the FIB measurements
and at the end of the outflow channels small windows (effective view 0 8 [mm]) are placed
for PTV.
The dimensions of the flow cell are summarized below.

• height channel: 5.0.10-3 [m]

• depth channel: 4.0.10- 2 [m]

• inflow length: 1.2.10-1 [m]

• outflow length: 0.9.10-1 [m]

• radius: 1.25.10-3 [m]
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Figure G.5: Complete, realized flow cell for melts. The arrows indicate the flow direction of the melt.

Figure G.6: Flow channel. Inflow from above and below; outflow to the left and right.

Figure G.7: Window for the PTV measurements.



Appendix H

3D plots of 2.5 % PIB/C14

In this appendix the three dimensional plots in a rectangular channel are shown for 2.5 %
PIB/C14. Consecutively, the velocities, shear rates and stresses (predicted by Giesekus) are
shown for the slit with depth/height ratio 8 and 2. The plots have the same shapes as for the
2.5 % PIB/Decalin solution.
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Figure H.I: Rectangular channel. left: definition of the coordinate system and the investigated plane.
right: the three dimensional mesh of the rectangular channel (D/H=8).
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Figure H.2: Fully developed Carreau Yasuda velocity profile of 2.5 % PIB/C14 (D/H=2; U m 2D

1.33·10- 1[m/sJ).
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Figure H.3: Gradients 'Yxy and 'Yxz computed with a Carreau Yasuda model for the steady rectangular
channel flow of 2.5 % PIB/C14 (D/H=8).
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Figure H.4: Stresses computed with a Giesekus model for the steady rectangular channel flow
(D/H=8) of 2.5 % PIB/C14·
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Figure H.5: First normal stres difference computed with a Giesekus model for the steady rectangular
channel flow of 2.5 % PIB/C14 (D/H=8).
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Figure H.6: Rectangular channel. left: definition of the coordinate system and the investigated plane.
right: the three dimensional mesh of the rectangular channel (D/H=2).
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Figure H.7: Fully developed Carreau Yasuda velocity profile of 2.5 % PIB/C14 (D/H=2; 'U m 2D

1.30 . 10- 1 [m/s]).
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Figure H.8: Gradients rxy and rxz computed with a Carreau Yasuda model for the steady rectangular
channel flow of 2.5 % PIB/C14 (D/H=2).
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Figure H.9: Stresses computed with a Giesekus model for the steady rectangular channel flow of
2.5 % PIB/C14 (D/H=2).
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Figure H.lD: First normal stres difference computed with a Giesekus model for the steady rectangular
channel flow of 2.5 % PIB/C14 (D/H=2).





Samenvatting

Een gecombineerde numeriekjexperimentele methode is ontwikkeld om viscoelastische consti
tutieve vergelijkingen te testen in een drie dimensionale, complexe stroming met een sterke
rekcomponent. De meeste consitutieve modellen fitten meetdata in afschuifstromingen goed,
maar voorspellen verschillend gedrag in rekstromingen, die voor vloeistoffen met een lage
viscositeit moeilijk te meten is. In een complexe stroming kunnen de voorspellingen van de
constitutieve modellen zowel in afschuiving als rek getest worden.
Een stagnatie stroming is gecreeerd in een opposed jets apparaat voor twee polymere vloeistof
fen. Deze stroming heeft een stagnatielijn waar rekken oneindig groot worden. De snelheden
en spanningen zijn lokaal gemeten met optische meettechnieken. Laser Doppler Anemometry
en Flow Induced Birefringence zijn gebruikt om respectievelijk puntsgewijs de snelheden en
lijnsgewijs (over de diepte van de flowcel) de spanningen te meten. Bij FIB wordt het totaal
aan retardatie over de diepte van de flowcelgemeten. De retardatie is linear gerelateerd aan
de spanningen, via de spannings optische coefficient.
Ret gedrag van polymere vloeistoffen kan echter alleen beschreven worden door gebruik te
maken van niet lineaire viscoelastische vergelijkingen. Aangezien drie dimensionale stromin
gen nog niet kunnen worden doorgerekend, wordt de deformatiegeschiedenis van een vloeistof
elementje berekend met een niet lineaire, viskeuze Carreau Yasuda vergelijking. Vervolgens
wordt deze geschiedenis gebruikt voor het berekenen van de spanningen met de viscoelastis
che modellen (Giesekus en PTT) door middel van tijdsintegratie. De parameters voor deze
vergelijkingen zijn bepaald in een eenvoudig afschuifstroming. Uit de gei·ntegreerde spannin
gen kan, gebruik makend van de kleine retardatie benadering het optisch signaal berekend
worden.
De spanningen zijn berekend voor volledig ontwikkelde stromingen in twee rechthoekige
kanalen die verschillen in dieptejhoogte verhouding. De invloed van de extra afschuifsnelheid
op de gei"ntegreerde spanningen uit drie dimensionale berekeningen is bepaald. Ret verschil
tussen twee en drie dimensionale berekeningen is het grootst voor N 1 in het midden en aan
de wand van het kanaal. De gei"ntegreerde N 1 heeft in het midden van het kanaal een posi
tieve waarde ongelijk aan nul en aan de wand een lagere waarde dan de twee dimensionale
berekening. Ret verschil voor de gei"ntegreerde Txy wordt naar de wand toe groter, maar is
aan de wand kleiner dan voor N 1 .

De spannings optische coefficient is bepaald in het diepste kanaal gebruik makend van 2D
berekeningen bij verschillende pompstanden en een 3D berekening bij 1 pompstand. De
coefficienten bepaald bij 2D berekeningen nemen af bij toenemende stromingsnelheden. Ret
verschil tussen de coefficienten bepaald met de 3D en 2D berekeningen is niet verwaarloos
baar. De berekeningen voor het Giesekus en PTT model (met ~ i 0) komen goed overeen
met metingen in het diepste kanaal en komen redelijk overeen in het minst diepe kanaal.
Tenslotte zijn de spanningen over stroomlijnen naast de instroom en uitstroom symme-
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trievlakken berekend in het opposed jets apparaat. Beide niet lineaire viscoelastische con
stitutieve modellen voorspellen een te lage gelntegreerde N I , vlak voor de stagnatielijn. Na
de stagnatielijn voorspellen ze een drie keer zo lage spanning als de metingen. De modellen
kunnen de spanningen in een opposed jets apparaat niet goed voorspellen met de parameters
die bepaald zijn in een afschuifstroming. De parameters moeten worden aangepast of andere
viscoelastische modellen moeten worden gebruikt.
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